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FROM T HE EDITOR |  DARRYL SELAND

IMAGINING THE FUTURE, TECHNOLOGY, AND AUTOMATION.

Sixty Years in the Making

It s̓ said that our imagination is what separates us from other animals. The ability to take what we imagine and
make it real—to create something from nothing—is genius. Using said genius, countless storytellers have
painted a vision of our potential future. Those stories that stand the test of time a�ord us a unique
opportunity—to match the vision to reality.

In 1948, George Orwell wrote a bleak tale of the world thirty-six years in the future. If you are familiar, or just
decided to do the math, you will know Iʼm describing the novel 1984. While we would admit that the story did
not manifest into reality—at least not in its entirety—the portrayal of its dystopian future has lasted, most
notably in the idea that people still o�en refer to “Big Brother” as a euphemism for a government or institution
that grows too large and dominant over a society.

Orwell s̓ is not the only story to imagine future events. In fact two separate predictive stories might be of
interest to baseball fans, particular on the north side of Chicago. In the late 1980s, the sequel to the
blockbuster movie, Back to the Future, followed its characters into 2015, where they discover that the Chicago
Cubs had won the World Series. Not quite.

In 2014, the final season of the television show Parks and Recreation, writers sent their characters three years
into the future. Again, if  youʼre doing the math, 2017. These characters have a matter of fact discussion in
downtown Chicago expressing that the town is much happier since the Cubs won the World Series. Ding ding
ding! (For those unfamiliar, the Chicago Cubs won the World Series in fall of 2016, ending a 71-year drought
without a championship.)

Probably the most frequent comparing and contrasting of the imagined future with the attained future is in its
technology. Fans of Star Trek o�en talk of the communicators used on the original show in the early 1970s are a
dead ringer for the Motorola Razr flip-phone, introduced in 2004, which became the best-selling phone in the
world at the time.

But probably the most prolific examples of imaginary technology coming to fruition comes from a cartoon
called The Jetsons, which premiered in 1962. Sixty years later, many of the “make-believe,” futuristic items used
by this fictional family are a reality…for the most part. The family had a dog treadmill, talking alarm clocks,
flat-screen TVs, watches that received phone calls, video chat, drones, robot vacuum cleaners, and digital
newspapers. Unheard of in 1962, a reality in 2022. (Just look at how you are reading this column!)

Other technology seen in The Jetsons may not be a reality, but it s̓ in the works. Pillcams and robot maids. Many
even liken the rise of 3D printing with the possibility of the most memorable piece of technology from The
Jetsons: a fully prepared meal at the push of a button.

While we may not have the ability, or the time, to fully predict the future, we can keep abreast of the
technology and processes that can help us shape that future. So, check out our Automation Supplement and
everything else we have to o�er in this month s̓ Quality.

Enjoy and thanks for reading!

Opening Background Image Source: James P. Hohner Jr.

Darryl Seland is the editorial director of Quality magazine. CONT ACT  DARRYL
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For all of the latest breaking news,
visit www.qualitymag.com

ISO 9001:2015 is a globally recognized quality management standard developed and published by the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO). The standard is based on several quality management
principles, including having a strong customer focus, the involvement of high-level company management, an
outlined process-based approach and ongoing improvement in building an e�ective quality management
system.

“This ISO certification is a result of BuildENIAC s̓ commitment to becoming the leading source for the highest
quality gaming PCs in the world,” said Vishal Mane, head of BuildENIAC. “Weʼve developed operational
processes that ensure our PCs feature the best-of-its-kind components, assembly, testing, packing and
shipping.”

Every week, BuildENIAC manufactures thousands of PCs, which are delivered to a global customer base.
BuildENIAC's custom PCs typically ship within 7-10 days, ahead of competitors that require several weeks for
delivery. In addition, through the PC Builder option, BuildENIAC s̓ customers are o�ered the ability to
customize and build systems with highly sought PC components.

For more information, visit www.newegg.com.

Newegg’s BuildENIAC Inc., PC
Assembly Division, Receives
ISO 9001:2015 Certification
Newegg announced that BuildENIAC Inc., its PC
assembly division, recently received ISO 9001:2015
certification for Quality Management Systems.  

 

America Makes, ANSI Release Survey on Use of
Standardization Roadmap for Additive
Manufacturing
America Makes and the American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
announced the release of a survey to obtain feedback on use of the
Standardization Roadmap for Additive Manufacturing. Last published in June
2018, the roadmap is the work product of the America Makes and ANSI Additive
Manufacturing Standardization Collaborative (AMSC), a cross-sector initiative
involving hundreds of participants to coordinate and accelerate the
development of industry-wide additive manufacturing (AM) standards and
specifications. The survey seeks comments on the content and quality of the
roadmap to assist the AMSC in future planning.

Over the last year, the AMSC has held a series of virtual events addressing
di�erent facets of standardization needs associated with designing, producing,
and qualifying AM parts. The group has also issued progress reports tracking
activity by standards developing organizations (SDOs) to publish new
standards or start new standards projects that are responsive to the needs and
recommendations outlined in the roadmap. The AMSC advisory group,
comprised of government, SDO, and industry representatives, determined that
it would be helpful to do a survey to complement those e�orts.

“We feel that the time is right to do an assessment of what was previously
covered in the standards roadmap and how the content can be enhanced
commensurate with industry growth, to continue to push AM technologies
forward,” said Brandon Ribic, America Makes technology director.

“Given the di�erent industry sectors that are using AM, and the variety of
materials and processes that are available, it makes sense to query the
community on the desirability of revising the roadmap to maintain its
relevance,” said Jim McCabe, ANSI senior director of standards facilitation.

For more information, visit www.americamakes.us or www.ansi.org.

Manufacturers: A Time of Challenge and
Uncertainty
National Association of Manufacturers President and CEO Jay Timmons
released the following statement in response to President Biden s̓ State of the
Union address:

“President Biden rightly focused on many policies that will keep
manufacturing strong in America amid a global crisis. We strongly agree that
the bipartisan infrastructure law was an accomplishment of historic
proportion, and we continue to support its swi� implementation.

“We are ready to work with anyone to advance policies that will strengthen the
industry, but we strongly oppose proposals that would weaken our industry
and threaten our recovery, including undoing the progress of tax reform and
imposing policies that would disrupt our workplaces. Manufacturers are
working hard to fill more than 800,000 open jobs and connect more Americans
with rewarding careers, and some of the actions outlined tonight would make
it harder for us to solve this top challenge.

“We couldnʼt agree more, however, that supply chain issues must remain a
focus for lawmakers, and weʼre going to continue working with both parties to
deliver final competitiveness and supply chain legislation and build on the
steps the administration is taking. In this time of challenge and uncertainty,
weʼre more committed than ever to focus on policy—not politics, personality
or process.

“As the United States and our allies continue to lend support for Ukraine s̓ fight
for its democracy, President Biden used his State of the Union address tonight
to rally Americans and the world in support of the cause and rightly
emphasized the importance of American leadership and defending our shared
values when so much is at stake. Manufacturers join this call for unity.”

For more information, visit www.nam.org.

Entries Open for $10,000 Cash Prize at
Automate 2022 in ‘The Cowen Startup
Challenge: Automate to Outperform’
Cutting-edge startups—driving innovations in robotics, machine vision,
artificial intelligence and other automation technologies—will compete for a
$10,000 prize in “The Cowen Startup Challenge: Automate to Outperform,”
taking place at Automate 2022 in Detroit in June.

The competition, which is now accepting entries, will spotlight exciting and
innovative entrepreneurs and their young companies during North America s̓
largest robotics and automation showcase. The deadline for entry is March 31,
2022.

Automate 2022 Show and Conference runs June 6-9, 2022, at Huntington
Place convention center in Detroit and is hosted by the Association for
Advancing Automation (A3), the leading global advocate for the benefits of
automating. “The Cowen Startup Challenge: Automate to Outperform” will
take place on June 7, 2022. This year s̓ competition is sponsored by Cowen, a
multinational, independent investment bank and financial services company.

Companies entering the challenge must:

Operate in the automation space (robotics, vision, motion control, AI)

Been founded in the last five years

Raised less than $5 million USD since creation

Not be a�iliated with or belonging to a larger group

Ten finalists will vie for the top $10,000 cash prize by pitching their technology
solution to a panel of industry expert judges.  All finalists will also be awarded
a complimentary exhibit space on the Automate show floor to engage with
more than 20,000 attendees.

"The imperative to automate has never been a higher priority across virtually
every industry and we increasingly look to the innovative, bright minds from
startup companies to lead the way,” said Peter Finn, managing director,
industrial technology at Cowen. “Startup entrepreneurs play a critical role in
the development of new technology, and this competition is a way for us to
support and usher in new growth, while providing a spotlight for these new
technologies in front of potential partners.”

Past winners include Innovative Mechatronic Systems B.V (2019) for its
Archimedes Drive, a toothless gearbox; Apellix (2017) for its so�ware-controlled
aerial robotics; and So� Robotics (2015) for its innovative gripping solution.

Learn more at Automate, June 6-9, in Detroit; Registration is open at
https://www.automateshow.com.

Hexagon Acquires ETQ, SaaS-Based QMS
Software Platform
Hexagon AB announced the acquisition of ETQ, a leading provider of SaaS-
based QMS (quality management system), EHS (environment, health and
safety) and compliance management so�ware.

ETQ s̓ future-ready, truly multi-tenant QMS solution, ETQ Reliance, provides
the data backbone for automating the collection and delivery of
manufacturing quality control data, non-conformance reports, customer
feedback and more, providing an enterprise view of quality management
across the entire product lifecycle. Its broad portfolio of best-in-class
applications comes with out-of-the-box functionality and no-code
configurability, enabling customers to tailor the solution to their unique needs
and optimize critical business processes to achieve their quality, safety and
environmental goals.    

“Our leadership in quality data capture and smart digital realities makes ETQ
an excellent fit. The acquisition brings a mix of talent and deep quality
expertise across extensive industry verticals, targeting the rapidly widening gap
between quality data creation and leverage,” says Hexagon President and CEO
Ola Rollén. “Integrating data from our metrology systems with Reliance leads
to increasing levels of autonomy that improve a customer s̓ ability to put
quality and process data to work. ETQ also enables connectivity of quality data
and processes across supply chains, bringing suppliers and customers into one
system.”

ETQ s̓ advanced data management capabilities, driven by machine learning and
artificial intelligence, make quality data fully actionable and available further
upstream. Not only does this reduce defects, scrap, rework, and recalls, but it
also enables an autonomous feedback loop, digital information trail and
virtuous cycle of continuous improvement.

“Hexagon has long been in the business of enabling customers to realize the
benefits that data-driven automation and product quality insights bring,
including the freedom to create the undisputed factory floor of tomorrow—
one that is self-su�icient, self-monitoring, self-optimizing and self-repairing,”
continued Rollén. “With our global footprint, vertical synergies and good
customer fit, which includes our recently acquired EAM business, ETQ is poised
for rapid growth. Weʼre proud to welcome ETQ to the family as we continue to
accelerate our journey to the cloud and build the world s̓ leading quality stack
from shop floor to top floor.”

Founded in 1992, ETQ is headquartered in Massachusetts, with additional
o�ices in Arizona and Dublin, Ireland. With 185 employees, its team of quality
experts drive customer success across diverse industries—life sciences,
healthcare, heavy manufacturing, electronics, food and beverage, heavy
process, automotive and more. ETQ will operate as part of Hexagon s̓
Manufacturing Intelligence division.

ETQ is expected to generate revenues of around 75 MUSD in 2022 with an
adjusted operating margin of over 35 per cent (cash EBITDA margins of around
45 per cent, reflecting a SaaS prepayment model). ETQ has been driving its
customer base to SaaS, which is expected to account for half of bookings in
2022 and has been growing at a trailing 3-year Compound Annual Growth Rate
(CAGR) of 60 per cent. Given the strong fit across Hexagon s̓ manufacturing and
process industries and the significant scope for geographical expansion, the
transaction is expected to generate sales synergies of over 40 MUSD, with very
strong incremental margins, by 2026.

Transaction and integration costs including surplus values in the purchase
price allocations (PPA) and deferred revenue adjustments a�ecting the income
statement will be communicated as soon as the calculations are completed.

Hexagon will pay a purchase price of 1,200 MUSD for ETQ on a cash and debt
free basis. The cash consideration will be fully financed via existing debt
facilities resulting in a proforma net debt to EBITDA ratio of approximately 2.0
a�er the transaction. ETQ will be accretive to Hexagon s̓ adjusted earnings
(before PPA and other purchase accounting adjustments) as of closing.

Completion of the transaction is subject to regulatory approvals and other
customary conditions, which are expected to be fully completed by early in the
second quarter 2022.

For more information, visit www.hexagon.com.

API, MLT Cooperate for 3D Measurement
Systems in Finland, Norway
The global expert for innovative 3D measurement systems and metrology
services API has signed a partnership with MLT the leading Scandinavian
services provider and reseller of measurement systems for Finland and
Norway.

"If companies in Scandinavia need a good measurement solution or condition
monitoring, MLT can help! Our wide range of versatile and high-quality product
solutions for industrial measurement and inspection guarantee the best
results. API is an ideal partner for MLT, in presenting the innovative 3D API
measurement systems such as the Radian Laser Tracker and its accessories. We
are ourselves convinced of them and use them to provide our services. With
these products, you can cope with any situation,” said Teemu Ritvanen and
Tony Melkild of the MLT-Team.

"Our new experienced and well established sales and services partner MLT is an
ideal on-site partner for us in Finland and Norway. They will support us in living
our customer orientated mission 'global local'. This means providing, reliable
3D measurement technology, consultancy and services to our customers," said
Sven Holländer and Jan-Hendrik Lott from API-Team EMEA.

For more information, visit www.apimetrology.com, www.mltfinland.fi, or
www.mltnorge.no.

Aerobotix-Powered Mobile Robot Helps
Compass Technology Group Win Top Defense
Manufacturing Technology Award
Aerobotix, an AS9100 certified FANUC robotics integrator and metrology
company, o�icially congratulated key partner Compass Technology Group
(CTG) on winning the top Defense Manufacturing Technology Achievement
Award (DMTAA) at the Defense Manufacturing Conference (DMC). Atlanta-
based CTG, a  provider of cutting-edge radio frequency (RF) materials
measurement equipment, engaged Aerobotix in building its award-winning
project – an adaptive radome diagnostic system, which is also the first use of a
collaborative mobile robot in Air Force maintenance depots.

“Aerobotix is extremely proud and honored to have assisted Compass
Technology Group in this endeavor,” said Josh Tuttle, business development
manager at Aerobotix. “This truly is an example of Industry 4.0, as these self-
navigating robots can be rapidly repurposed to serve multiple objectives, and
in multiple locations. From a quality control standpoint, this technology could
be used to save substantial amounts of money for organizations and further
increase means of production and manufacturing.”

The mobile robot manipulates an Advanced Microwave Mapping Probe
(AMMP), developed by the engineers at CTG under the Air Force s̓ Small
Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program. The system uses microwave
signals to nondestructively evaluate (NDE) aircra� radomes and identify
defects such as delamination or water ingress. Aerobotix designed and built a
system using a FANUC CRX-10iA collaborative robot, riding on a custom
Automated Guided Vehicle, and using LiDAR to scan the work zone for safe
navigation. The robot finds and orients to the part, adjusts the scanning paths
and executes the detailed part analysis.

"This dramatic technology leap has enabled us to deploy laboratory precision
in an Air Force manufacturing environment,” said Dr. John Schultz, chief
scientist at CTG. “Combining our sensors and algorithms with Aerobotix s̓
automation system has moved us from literally tapping a penny while listening
for substrate damage, to instead quantifying microwave performance with
self-navigating LiDAR on a mobile base with a FANUC collaborative robot. Our
robotic microwave NDE system will put better parts back in the air, quicker and
at less cost."

Established in 1999, the annual DMTA Awards are given to teams comprising
government, industry and academia employees responsible for outstanding
projects in manufacturing technology. These projects must demonstrate
technical accomplishments and provide a responsive world-class
manufacturing capability that a�ordably meets the warfighter s̓ needs
throughout the defense acquisition lifecycle.

“Aerobotix is perhaps best known for robotic painting, but this award for our
work with CTG highlights our expertise in metrology and navigation systems,”
added Tuttle. “We are a reliable automation integrator for the aerospace
industry and excited to partner with other companies on future projects.”

For more information, visit https://aerobotix.net/.

Avonix Imaging to Host A-TEC Conference
Avonix Imaging announced it will be hosting A-TEC 2022 on September 20 and
21, at the Minneapolis Marriott Northwest Elm Creek Amphitheater in
Minnesota.

The A-TEC Conference is a bi-annual Educational and Networking event for
professionals involved in Radiographic Nondestructive Testing, specifically 2D
digital X-ray and 3D computed tomography.  The content and experiences are
designed to be accessible for all job descriptions; beneficial for those
contracting the technology as a service as well as technical enough for highly
experienced users in the industry.

For 2022, the event is scheduled for one and a half days and will include formal
presentations, round-table discussions, networking lunches, as well as a
casual open house with live X-ray / CT System demonstrations.

Participating in the event will allow you to connect with industry experts, learn
about the successes and challenges others have faced, share your knowledge,
and obtain ASNT Level III points.

For more information, visit https://avoniximaging.com/a-tec-2022/.
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FACE OF QUALIT Y |  JIM L. SMITH

DONʼT LET FAILURE INHIBIT CREATIVITY.

Failure is a Myth

The idea that humans are by nature creative traces back as far as the ancient Greeks. Aristotle, a student of
Plato and Alexander the Great s̓ teacher, considered creativity a gi� from the gods.

In an age defined by technological innovations, creativity is prized more than ever. However, where does
creativity originate? In one moment, there s̓ a blank page; in the next, an idea.

Now that we have an idea, what should happen next? Once weʼve considered it thoroughly and, maybe,
consulted trusted people, it s̓ time to do something with it. This is where fear of failure sets in.

Failing can be frightening, even more so than sharing our ideas in front of peers. Money, pride, time, and many
other very real factors are involved. We could fail, and nobody wants that to happen. Right?

For many, that assumption is incorrect! Numerous studies are available of interviews with successful, creative
people, business executives, and others who said the same thing. Failure can be our best friend. It can be a key
attribute to success.

Someone reportedly said that failure was the father of
determination. To reach our greatest level of success, we first
must hit rock bottom. We must persist through failure to be
successful. The point is that failure breeds success.

For our creativity to shine, it must
align with who we really are and

what really matters to us.

The whole concept of failure is a myth. There is no such thing as failure. If we deconstruct the situation, ask big
questions, squeeze every ounce of wisdom out of the experience, failure simply becomes the feedback. Then
we can take what we learned, stir more creativity into the mix, and try again. If we skip past the fears that
cause us to avoid failure, our results lead to success.

Creativity is a gi� that each of us possesses. We can point it in any direction or nowhere at all. We can focus
creativity on our personal lives, our work, children, etc. Theyʼre all good areas that can benefit from our
creativity and choosing to apply this gi� in those situations is our choice.

There s̓ an even deeper truth, however. When we understand it, everything changes! For our creativity to
shine, it must align with who we really are and what really matters to us.

In 1953, Rocket Chemical Company s̓ sta� of three, led by Norman Larsen, worked diligently in their small San
Diego lab to create a rust preventive solvent for use in the aerospace industry. They failed thirty-nine times! On
the fortieth try, success! WD-40 was born a�er numerous failed attempts. WD-40 was successful in its
aerospace application, and customers demanded the product for other commercial uses!

The story is but one of persistence as people work through failure. Learning from previous attempts and
fighting through fear of more failures is critical. Consider the following three practices, which could be helpful.

Know thyself: A motto reportedly carved on the Temple of Apollo at Delphi about 2,500 years ago. If it was true
then, it s̓ still true today! To tap deeply into our creative self, we must know ourselves well enough to bolster
the strength to overcome fear.

Slow down: When we disconnect from all the distractions and focus our attention, something changes within
us. For many this will take some practice, but we can slow ourselves down through meditation, taking long
walks, and turning o� electronic devices.

Everyone has experienced occasions when great ideas surfaced while taking a shower, waiting in long lines,
taking a co�ee break, or sitting in tra�ic. That s̓ no accident. It s̓ because weʼve given our brains time to relax,
which is o�en when the creative juices flow.

The problem is that these moments arenʼt planned. Think about what might happen if we intentionally
cultivated time and space to foster creativity.

Deal with negativity: Especially in the workplace, expect to hear negative responses. Just remember,
however, that going along with the crowd is rarely the best path forward. It takes courage to face our fears.

We need to find strength to rally ourselves toward the deep truth of our creativity, to know ourselves, and to
slow down enough to let our ideas flow. When we follow these practices, the naysayers will have a di�icult time
disrupting our creativity.

When our creativity clearly benefits business processes, product designs, quality, e�iciency, profitability, and
other key outcomes, the value of creativity and innovation will be revealed.

Maybe the future will shi�. Perhaps our future culture wonʼt be so serious. Maybe we will learn to embrace
failure. Until then, donʼt let fear inhibit creativity or be influenced by naysayers.

We need to be bold to tap into the truth of ourselves and experience success. We should not let others dictate
our path to achieving what s̓ important or how to get there.

Opening Background Image Source: mypokcik/iStock/ Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Jim L. Smith has more than 45 years of industry experience in operations,
engineering, research & development and quality management.
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SPEAKING OF QUALIT Y |  JIM SP ICHIGER

THE USE OF QUALITY STANDARDS IS VOLUNTARY, BUT SUPPLIERS
MAY BE EXPECTED TO COMPLY WITH A SPECIFIC STANDARD AS A
CONDITION OF DOING BUSINESS.

ASQ Standards Management

A standard is a document established by consensus and approved by a recognized bodythat provides – for
common and repeated use – rules, guidelines or characteristics for activities or their results, aimed at the
achievement of the optimum degree of order in a given context.1 They provide organizations with the shared
vision, understanding, procedures, and vocabulary needed to meet the expectations of their stakeholders.
Standards present precise descriptions and terminology so consequently they o�er an objective and
authoritative basis for organizations and consumers around the world to communicate and conduct business.

The International Organization for Standardization, popularly known as “ISO,” coordinates the development,
revising, reissuing and sale of international standards. ISO is a worldwide federation of nearly 170 national
standards bodies including the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) which oversees the development
of standards in the United States. ISO currently o�ers over 24,000 standards with ISO 9001, Quality
Management Systems – Requirements, being the most popular by sales volume.

ANSI accredits standards that are developed by representatives of standards organizations, government
agencies, consumer groups, companies, and others. ASQ is one such standards organization; it oversees quality
standards within the U.S. ASQ is a professional society for quality professionals and practitioners that provides
quality related training, conferences, certifications and publications; these publications include nearly 200
U.S. standards, including coordination of ISO 9001 within the U.S.

“Standards o�er an objective basis for organizations and consumers
around the world to communicate and conduct business. ”

Quality standards are documents that provide requirements, specifications, guidelines, or characteristics that
can be used consistently to ensure that materials, products, processes, and services are fit for their purpose.
Quality standards help organizations achieve objectives such as:

 Satisfying their customersʼ quality requirements

Ensuring their products and services are safe

Complying with regulations

Meeting environmental objectives

Protecting products against climatic or other adverse conditions

Ensuring that internal processes are defined and controlled

The use of quality standards is voluntary, but some organizations, government agencies and industries may
expect or contractually require suppliers and partners to comply with a specific standard as a condition of
doing business. For instance, IATF 16949 is a quality management system technical specification espousing
continual improvement, emphasizing defect prevention and the reduction of variation and waste within the
automotive industry supply chain and assembly process. Similarly, TL9000 is used within the
telecommunications industry.

On the international stage, ASQ is the secretariat for three ISO committees and domestically it administers
three Z-1 Subcommittees, three U.S. Technical Advisory Groups, and the ASQ Standards Committee. ASQ is the
administrator of consensus bodies called “Accredited Standard Committee (ASC) Z-1 subcommittees” that
cover generic standards having application in the fields of quality, environment, and statistics. The purpose of
each ASC Z-1 subcommittee is to coordinate, review, serve as a consensus body, and adopt international
standards within their field as American National Standards. Members of these three subcommittees may
include national organizations, companies, governmental agencies, and individuals interested in contributing
to the American National Standards development process.

A technical advisory group (TAG) is composed of a group of experts in a particular field and are actively
involved in the creation of international standards. Their primary purpose is to develop and transmit the U.S.
position on activities or dra� standards of the appropriate ISO technical committee. Participation in a TAG is an
opportunity for various U.S. stakeholders to help shape international standards that will influence how they
do business globally. Participants have devoted many years to becoming experts in their fields and have a
tremendous responsibility to protect their countryʼ trade and commercial interests. TAGs are accredited by
ANSI and must follow ANSI procedures. ANSI has delegated the administration of these three TAGs to ASQ:
ISO/TC 176 on quality management, ISO/TC 207 on environmental management, and ISO/TC 69 on statistical
applications.

The ASQ Standards Committee is comprised of appointed representatives from the various ASQ divisions, its
technical membership groups. Each division coordinates technical expertise amongst its membership to
remain aware of trends and practices that indicate when a standard might be needed. Through their
representatives, divisions bring their ideas to the ASQ Standards Committee. Without subject matter expertise,
neither ASQ nor the committees it administers could develop standards that reflect the most current
technology in quality. The ASQ Standards Committee develops new standards or rea�irms/revises existing
standards adhering to the consensus process established by ANSI. For example, a group of experts within the
ASQ Inspection Division recently developed and published the standard ASQ/ANSI ID1:2021 Inspection
Techniques and Requirements – Guidelines.

Further information about ASQ s̓ involvement with standards can be found at ASQ s̓ Standards Central at
asq.org/standards/index.html. You may also contact Standards@asq.org if you should have any interest in
becoming a technical advisory group member.

References:

1. source: Standards 101 | ASQ
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Jim Spichiger is a Lean Six Sigma Master Black Belt with over 35 years of experience in quality. He is the past chair
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QUALIT Y 101

AS THEY HAVE ADVANCED OVER THE YEARS,
THE INITIAL CONCEPT OF THE INDICATOR
STILL HOLDS TRUE: A NEED TO MEASURE
SMALL MEASUREMENTS AND ANGLES.
By Tim Cucchi

Referred to as “an improvement in gages,” indicators were introduced in the late 19th century with the first
patent dated May 15, 1883. John Logan, a watchmaker from Waltham, MA, saw a need for a precision
instrument to measure small distances and angles with an uncomplicated value reading, and so he invented
the indicator. One would imagine a�er some 130-plus years, indicators have changed. Indeed, indicators have
evolved and many di�erent types have been introduced such that there now exists a whole world of indicators.

The dial type drop indicator was the first introduction of this precision instrument. Measurement with this
type of indicator is obtained by the movement of a spindle multiplied with the reading of the dial in association
with the needle. From this known point, one will be satisfied or adjust the manufacturing process to achieve
the desired measurement. Usually held by the stem in a fixture, the indicator enables easy measuring to
determine runout, height, flatness, and/or distance. Whether used in machining, setup, or for quality control,
a drop indicator has many application uses. In 1945, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
set forth the American Gage Design (AGD) identifying standard classifications for the outer diameter of the
indicator to facilitate an easy choice based on space in a specific application.

Specifically designed with shockless hardened stainless steel gear train and manufactured to fine
watchmaking standards with jeweled bearings, the dial indicator has precisely finished gears, pinions and
other working parts that make possible measurements from one-thousandth to 50 millionths of an inch,
depending on accuracy requirements. Any gear unit and any case assembly can be combined to give a
complete dial indicator of the style desired. Dial faces are color coded to avoid errors: white dial for English
measurement and yellow face for metric.

The contact point is attached to a spindle or rack with movement transmitted to a pinion and then through a
train of gears to a hand which sweeps the dial of the indicator. A small movement of the contact is thus greatly
magnified and read directly from the dial in thousandths or as close as 50 millionths of an inch. Long-range
indicators have direct reading count hands and a double dial. Dials can have balanced or continuous
graduations.

When a dial indicator is subject to sudden blows or shock, a nonshock mechanism can be substituted for the
regular mechanism. Impact and shock are completely absorbed and isolated from the gear movement. Any
regular dial indicator can also be converted into a nonshock type by replacing the regular contact points with a
shock absorbing anvil unit. The regular contact point may be replaced with contacts of almost any shape or
length to suit the work. These include contact points of extra length, special form, tapered, and a roller
contact for use on moving material.

The dial indicator is one of the most widely used tools today in layout, inspection and QC, and there are a wide
variety of application variations including the dial caliper. An exceptionally versatile and easy to read
instrument, four-way stainless steel dial calipers have knife edge contacts for inside and outside
measurements, and a rod connected to its slide for obtaining depth dimensions. The rod contact is cut out to
provide a nib for gaging small grooves and recesses. A dial comparator is another application example that is
used for inspecting duplicate parts and various materials, either in bench inspection or on the production line.

Wireless indicators are equipped to
send data with a push of a button and
feature IP67 protection against
coolant, dirt, chips, water and dust
found in harsh environments.

These test indicators o�er an easy to
read angled head and the flexibility of
three dovetail mounts.

Digital electronic indicators minimize
the chance of loss of data.

The back plunger type indicator provides the same ease of use in similar applications as the dial type drop
indicator. Opposite to the spindle actuating the measurement, there is a plunger centered to the back of the
indicator. This plunger, when activated by touching the workpiece, works in association with the dial and
needle to visualize the measurement. The back plunger is usually used in smaller spaces for better readability
vs. the drop type.

Next to arrive on the market was the test indicator, also known as a lever arm test or finger indicator by their
design. The range of a test indicator is smaller than that of drop or back plunger types, and is primarily used for
inspection, layout work or checking machined parts. The lever/ finger style contact moves in an arc instead of a
linear line, so one needs to be aware of any cosine error when setting it up, as it is all about the position of the
lever.

A dial test indicator is mounted at the end of a horizontal arm on an upright base post, where the post is
adjustable on a slotted base. Another test indicator example is the universal dial test indicator. Various
attachments, including a tool post holder, adapt it to a wide range of applications, such as checking runout of
a spindle turned on a lathe.

Dovetail mount indicators provide another option for easy and accurate readability. The versatility of the
angled head, combined with the three dovetail mounts eliminates the need for having both vertical and
horizontal style test indicators.

Indicator Selection and Setup Tips

Choose the accuracy and readout needed – donʼt select .0001” (0.001mm) readout if .001” will do the job.

Electronic/ Digital styles are best when the measurement data need to be collected, printed out or stored
for future use.

All dial indicators used worldwide fall into the following size ranges that relate to bezel diameters: Size 0 is
a smaller dial indicator, having its own dimensions. Sizes 1 through 4 are AGD sizes. These sizes and the AGD
dimensions are essentially the same for all manufacturers, except as noted.

Accuracy: All indicators should be “loaded” 1/8-1/4 of a turn before testing or measuring. Most accuracies
are specified plus or minus one graduation over the full range. This basically means a 2 ½ turn range.
Longer ranges have slightly wider tolerances. AGD specifies 2 1/3 turn indicators to cover any particular
range. The reason for this is an e�ort to get the most out of the indicator – the operator “loads” it to about
1 1/3 turns and sets zero on the master. The indicator will now show the accurate deviation for a full
revolution, plus or minus.

The Dawn Of Digital
All of these types of indicators began as mechanical with an analog (dial) readout similar to a wristwatch.
Manufactured with gears, pinions, rubies, and racks, all parts need to function simultaneously for an accurate
measurement. However, even the most qualified mechanical parts will wear in time, which can cause an
inaccurate measurement. As technology advanced, the digital (electronic) indicator made its debut. To avoid
mechanical parts wearing over time, these were and still are, engineered with a linear encoder to avoid future
breakdown.

Digital indicators have grown in popularity and so have been replacing mechanical types in many instances.
While both mechanical and digital indicators have the same accuracy dependent on the dial graduation and
range of the tool, due to the gear to gear ratio on mechanical types, the tolerance can grow over a longer
range. However, digital indicators (with glass scales) can hold their accuracy over an entire longer range. Digital
indicators also o�er key benefits including digital readout, total indicator reading (TIR), measurement storing,
tolerance values, backlight for better visibility, presets, and importantly, data transmission for documentation
and statistical process control (SPC).

For accuracy, traceability and further analysis, wireless indicators can seamlessly transmit data, eliminating error-prone
manual measurement data transcription.

Wireless Indicators
Since data transmission is crucial for collecting historical data and providing traceability, seamless connection
to a wireless data collection system is a key capability. Originally designed with a cable plug in from the digital
indicator to a PC, data collection has progressed to backpacks that plug directly into the tool. Now with
wireless indicators on the market, a simple push of a button to send data to a PC, mobile phone or tablet is
now possible.

One drawback with a digital readout is that some users like to determine the measurement variation by viewing
the needle sweeping across a dial face indicator. However, there is significant benefit with digital indicators,
particularly because they enable data transmission. All types are available in digital readout, drop, back
plunger and test indicator configurations.

Latest Indicator Technology
State-of-the-art, highly accurate digital indicators that meet today s̓ demanding applications are available with
selectable resolution choices from .0005/.0001/.00005” and are IP67 rated. Digital indicators allow for data
collection with an end node plug in, while the wireless versions can send data with the simple push of a button
to a PC, mobile phone, or tablet.

Since the late 1880s, indicators still play an important role in manufacturing. As they have advanced over the
years, the initial concept of the indicator still holds true: a need to measure small measurements and angles.
Who knows how indicators will continue to evolve—what advancement, what technology, will enhance the
world of indicators?

How Digital Indicators Work

Digital indicators rely on three major components including an LED, a glass scale, and a reticle. The
components all need to be precisely aligned with each other to give accurate measurements. First, the LED,
has one function to shine an infrared light through the glass scale. Secondly, the heart of the indicator is the
glass scale which is plated with a chrome pattern allowing light to pass through some areas while blocking
light in other areas. This combination of light and dark areas will change as the glass is moved. The light
pattern is detected by the third component, the reticle, using a series of infrared light sensors. Since this
light pattern in any position on the tool is unique, the processor is able to convert it to an absolute
measurement which is then displayed on the LCD. This is why users can turn the indicator o�, move the glass
scale along its travel while it is o� and still have an accurate measurement as soon as the tool is turned back
on.

Images (all courtesy of The L.S. Starrett Company)

Tim Cucchi, product manager-precision hand tools, The L.S. Starrett Co. For more information, visit
www.starrett.com.
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Calibration:

MEASUREMENT

SIMPLY STATING THAT YOUR GAGE PASSED OR FAILED A CALIBRATION DOES
NOT TELL THE WHOLE STORY. By Corey Garbers

Calibration at its core is a comparision between a known value and the unknown with a simple expression of
pass or fail based on the specifications of the device under test (also know as DUT) and whether the measured
value falls inside or outside that specification. With that said, the calibration of inspection and test devices has
evolved into a virtual user pick-your-own-adventure experiment and depending on the level of risk you can
accept, the traditional pass/fail statements may not suit your needs any longer. Simply stating that your gage
passed or failed a calibration does not tell the whole story. Yes, the certificate of calibration says that it passed
or failed but some questions must be asked. Such as, what considerations did the calibration laboratory use for
making this statement? Do you as the customer have any input what rule is chosen? What rule is right for me?
Unfortunately, passing or failing calibration results canʼt be boiled down to simple statements without further
explanation of how the acceptance statement was arrived at or what considerations were made by the
laboratory when making them.

Considerations In Statements Of Conformance
The key parameter to understand at the very beginning of breaking down our understanding of statements of
conformance is what calibration is. The International Organization of Legal Metrology has done so within OIML
V2:200-2007 International Vocabulary of Metrology as: “operation that, under specified conditions, in a first
step establishes a relation between the quantity values with measurement uncertainties provided by
measurement standards and corresponding indications with associated measurement uncertainties and, in a
second step, uses this information to establish a relation for obtaining a measurement result from an
indication.” At first glance, one might ask what the di�erence is between my simple definition and the formal
one. Well, the VIM expressly mentions measurement uncertainty and its relationship to measurement results.
The definition does not mention any form of adjustment, but for the sake of keeping this guide condensed
and related only to decision rules, I wonʼt wade into that controversial divide.

The definition of calibration provided by the VIM, the pass/fail compliance statement cannot be provided fully
without some consideration for measurement uncertainty. By referencing the VIM again youʼll find that
measurement uncertainty is formally defined there as: “non-negative parameter characterizing the dispersion
of the quantity values being attributed to a measurand, based on the information used.” Since this definition is
somewhat abstract the VIM further defines measurement uncertainty in Note 3 as: “Measurement uncertainty
comprises, in general, many components. Some of these may be evaluated by Type A evaluation of
measurement uncertainty from the statistical distribution of the quantity values from series of measurements
and can be characterized by standard deviations. The other components, which may be evaluated by Type B
evaluation of measurement uncertainty, can also be characterized by standard deviations, evaluated from
probability density functions based on experience or other information.” This description of measurement
uncertainty is the typical framework of ISO 17025 accredited calibration laboratories measurement
uncertainty calculations.

Thus far, weʼve established a baseline for calibration and how essential measurement uncertainty is to
calibration, weʼve also just slightly touched on measurement uncertainty and the basic framework for how it s̓
calculated. A�er reviewing these two subjects, a consumer of calibration services may assume that the
calibration laboratory has fully considered measurement uncertainty for me and provided the lowest risk
option when making the compliance statement. But that assumption might not be true. There is a chance that
the calibration provider is only providing simple acceptance, which can lead to up to a 50% chance of false
acceptance or false rejections. Which at the end of the day may increase risk to you and your customers, to a
point that is not acceptable.

Per ISO 17025:2017, you as the consumer of calibration services must agree to the decision rule selected, so
understanding what basic types are available is critical to reducing risk and increasing your awareness to the
potential risks of each. Please do not automatically assume that the laboratory has done an analysis for you
that meets your needs. You are responsible for any additional risk that results from a calibration that does not
directly consider uncertainty in a way that maximizes the reduction of risk. Therefore, it is critically important
to be clear with the calibration provider what type of decision rule you require and you to know what level of
risk is acceptable based on the processes the DUT is part of.

Please do not automatically assume that the laboratory
has done an analysis for you that meets your needs.

Typical Types Of Decision Rules
There are many types of decision rules available, many of the most common are readily available for your
review within ILAC-G8:09/2019 Guidelines on Decision Rules and Statements of Conformity. The ILAC Mutual
Recognition Arrangement has signatories all over the world and there are six in the United States. You also
might recognize their logo on calibration certificates you have received. Within ILAC-G8 Appendix B there are
three common examples of decision rules you might have seen from calibration providers. Below Iʼll explain
examples of those three di�erent decision rules and their benefits.

Simple Acceptance  
The simple acceptance rule is the most commonly provided, mainly due to ease of use by the calibration
provider and lessened analysis required of the end user. The simple acceptance rule only requires the
measurement result to fall within the DUT s̓ specification for a passing result to be issued. For failing results to
be issued the measurement result simply falls outside of the DUT s̓ specification. Easy right? Well maybe. Keep
these two caveats in mind though if selecting this method, the calibration laboratory must maintain a (TUR >
3:1) for this to be a valid choice without further analysis and that the simple acceptance rule allows for
signifigant false acceptance and false rejection rates of up to 50%. Why? The simple acceptance rule makes no
consideration for where the measurement falls within the acceptance interval or direct consideration for
measurement uncertainty, its presumtive measure in that it is assuming (TUR >3:1), in many instances though
a (TUR >3:1) may not be acheivable by your calibration provider. An end user requesting this approach would
certainly be wise to evaluate what level of risk they can tolerate, as this rule o�ers the highest global risk of any
of the three choices discussed here.

Non-Binary Acceptance
The non-binary acceptance rule incorporates a guard band consisting of the measurement uncertainty. This
rule is less common than the simple acceptance rule. However, end users who have identified specific risk to
their processes from false acceptance or false rejections request it. It can, when applied in a manner that does
not accept any results falling within the guard band result in up to 2.5% chance of false acceptance or false
rejections. However, when applied at face value and all conditionally passing or conditionally failing values are
considered acceptable the chance of false acceptance or false failure can increase up to 50% the same risk
amount as a simple acceptance rule. This method requires careful examination of the location of the
measurement results in either the conditional pass or conditional failure ranges to determine how much risk
would be taken on by accepting any conditional results.

Additionally, a calibration provider who o�ers this acceptance rule must be able to provide a certificate
identifying these conditional data points and will typically rely on robust calibration so�ware to do the work of
automating the generation of their certificates.

In my experience, many end users will utilize this rule and the guard band in the conditional passing zone to
act as a warning for replacement of the DUT if it is a fixed limit type or identifying opportunities to adjust the
DUT when possible.

Binary Acceptance Rule
The binary acceptance rule again uses a guard band. However, the acceptance interval is calculated using a
root sum square method with the DUT tolerance limit and the measurement uncertainty as contributors to the
calculation. This rule does reduce acceptance interval of the DUT. End users of this rule require an absolute
pass or fail statement. This rule o�ers the lowest global risk of ≤ 2%, thus making it suitable for users who
require the lowest levels of risk.

Here again calibration providers who o�er binary acceptance rules will typically have robust calibration
so�ware to calculate the guard band and the resulting acceptance decision.

This in my experience is the least common approach. However, it is preferable in reducing significant risk from
calibration results.

Conclusion
This how-to covered what calibration is, the primary factors when making statements of compliance, and
examples of three common decision rules. The three rules covered are not the only available types. From a
“new to this” perspective, these are easily the best examples to demonstrate as ILAC G8 and OIML V2:2000 (VIM)
o�er the most practical and valid explanations available. Both ILAC G8 and OIML V2:200 (VIM) are free and
available for download at the ILAC and OIML websites: https://ilac.org/ and https://www.oiml.org/en.

Opening Image Source: Apicha Thumvisead/iStock/Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Corey Garbers is the president of Martin Calibration Inc. as well as the following divisions of Martin Calibration:
RMS Quality Services in Sturtevant, WI; Precision Technical Services in Tempe, AZ; and South Side Scale in
Burnsville, MN. For more information, email cgarbers@martincalibration.com or visit
www.martincalibration.com.                 
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Geometric Dimensioning
and Tolerancing

MEASUREMENT

LETʼS REVIEW SOME OF THE ELEMENTS OF GEOMETRIC DIMENSIONING AND
TOLERANCING. By Gregory S. Gay

I teach a metrology lab for Western Michigan University junior and senior engineering students and have been
using GD&T for over 30 years in manufacturing. For most students, measurement and GD&T is a new subject
for them. I get the opportunity to review the basic concepts each year. The following is a review of some of the
terms and concepts.

General Rules
There are five general rules.

Rule 1: When only a tolerance of size is specified that tolerance controls both size and form.
Size controls form. Conventional plus and minus tolerance sets the limits of size and the feature form can be
anywhere within this tolerance and would include extreme form variation. If the design and function of the
part will allow a maximum variation of form then there is no need to add additional GD&T form or orientation
controls.

Rule 2: When position or datums of size are specified, modifiers must also be specified.
This is an old rule and is now obsolete. Now when position or datum of size are specified regardless of feature
size is assumed. MMC and LMC must be specified to be active and used. Look to the title block on the print to
verify the Y14.5M standard being used.

Rule 3: When form/orientation is specified, the modifier regardless of feature size is implied.
This is still current. Regardless of feature size is assumed.

Rule 4: Screw threads, splines, and gears, tolerance and datum reference originate from the pitch cylinder
axis.
Think center of the pitch circle. The pitch circles of a part used together forms a pitch cylinder the center being
the axis. It is this axis that the tolerance and datum reference originate. For the longest time I did not fully
understand. I would use minor or major diameter to measure or set up parts. Although both follow the pitch
diameter to be correct the setup should locate o� the pitch diameter. There are plugs and rings available that
locate o� the pitch diameter. If major or minor diameter is to be used it can be stated on the print under the
feature control frame or datum symbol.

Rule 5: A virtual condition exists for features of size and datum features of size.
The way I think of virtual condition is how the mating part will see and interact with the part. The example I
would use is a .500 diameter hole will accept a .500 diameter minus pin at any angle of the hole in part.
However if the hole is angled to the surface a .500 minus pin will not pass through ninety degrees to the
surface or datum. A smaller pin is required to maintain that ninety-degree relationship. The largest pin that
maintains the ninety-degree relationship is the virtual condition. The axis of the virtual condition pin can now
be used. The mating part “sees” this small pin as that is the size that will pass through the mating part at ninety
degrees.

Size and Location: Anytime I measure a part, size and location are my prime interests. How big a feature is and
where it is located. There are two types of tolerances, Tolerance of Size and Tolerance of Location. You have to
stay within both tolerances. I measure all the size features first. It is faster to check and I need the results for
calculation of GD&T bonus tolerance.

MMC and LMC: Maximum Material Condition is when the most material that can be present is in fact there. All
the allowed material is there and the feature is in specification. This condition is known as Perfect Form. The
smallest hole or largest pin is MMC. Least Material Condition is just the opposite, the largest hole and smallest
pin allowed by size tolerance. LMC specified where wall thickness is important. MMC symbol is a circle with an
M. LMC symbol is a circle with a L.

RFS: Regardless of Feature Size is assumed for all geometric tolerances. Back in the day a circle with an S was
used. Today it is assumed the feature is RFS. Simply stated you have to stay within the size tolerance and the
location tolerance regardless of how the feature of size changes there is no bonus tolerance. MMC and LMC
must be specified to receive bonus tolerance.

Bonus Tolerancing at MMC: As the feature of size departs from MMC that amount is added to the Tolerance of
Location. MMC must be specified in the location feature control frame using the circle with the M symbol to
receive bonus tolerance. The example I use is a hole with a diameter of .500 +/-.010 and a location, true position
diameter call out of Ø .010. MMC would be at .490, LMC at .510. If the hole size measured at .496. That would be
.006 away from MMC and resulting in a .016 total tolerance of location with the bonus. If the hole was produced
at the LMC limit of .510. The resulting tolerance would go up to .030. Bigger holes assemble easier and can be
farther o� location than ones produced at MMC.

Basic Dimensions: Theoretical exact. Has no tolerance of their own. Shown as a boxed dimension on the print.
Basic dimensions do two things. They locate target datums and they locate tolerance zones. They locate a
point in space and at that location a target datum or the center of a tolerance zone is located. The axis of a
feature of size like a hole has to be in the zone.

Location Tolerance⌖: The location tolerance is found under the size tolerance associated with the basic
dimension that locates the tolerance zone. The zone is normally circular or a cylinder in shape starting at one
surface and extending through the part to the opposite surface. The axis of the feature must remain within this
zone. The axis may be extreme angled, however must remain within the zone.

Actual Measured Tolerance Zone Dia = 2* √(A² + B²): For A and B use the X Di�erence and Y Di�erence. These
values are the di�erences from the nominal, basic dimensions. The reason you times by two is to get the
diameter from the radius. If the resulting number is smaller than the location tolerance then you are in
tolerance and if larger you are out of tolerance. The number represents the size of the tolerance that the axis
of the measured feature lies. In the example below that value would be .009 (.0089). This is smaller than the
location tolerance of .010 so the part is in tolerance.

Training Aid: Sometimes it is helpful to see a visual of the concepts of GD&T positional tolerancing. This
training aid was developed with the help of WMU Engineering Design Technology Major Leah Fernandez.

There is a lot of information displayed on this chart. However all the elements are included. Each week as part
of the metrology lab, the students do the following:

It takes about four times to get 80 percent of the class to really understand the concept. Some of the common
failure modes include:

A) Not understanding X Di�erence by using the 2.502 actual instead of just the di�erence of .002.

B) Using .010 positional tolerance as plus and minus on gra� paper, instead of a diameter of .010.

C) Not knowing that MMC of a hole is the smallest size.

D) Charting actual size incorrectly

It helps to go through this process and I would encourage you to do a few trials.

This has just been a review of some of the elements of Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing. We have just
scratched the surface of this subject.

The history of GD&T can be traced back to symbols being used in MIL-STD-8A,-8B,-8C. ANSI Y14.5 was published
in 1966 and 1973. A new revision was published in 1982 and rea�irmed 1988. ASME Y14.5M-1994 was printed in
1994 and was rea�irmed 1999. ASME produced the standard again in 2009 and 2018.

It should state on the engineering drawing what the drawing standard that is being used. It is normally in small
print within the title block.

To learn more I would highly recommend a purchase of the Y14.5 American National Standard as a hard copy
and also one of the many available textbooks based on the standard. The standard by itself can be a tough
read. The second book can be very helpful in breaking down the subject into manageable segments.

I wish you well on your GD&T journey.

A) Select a part with a hole from the part board

B) Measure the hole location

C) Create a simple GD&T print

D) Chart the hole location and size on 10 to 1 or 5 to 1 graph paper

E) Compute the GD&T location tolerance and the GD&T Tolerance with Bonus Tolerance

F) State if the hole is in tolerance or out of tolerance

Opening Image Source: teekid/Creatas Video via Getty Images.

Gregory S. Gay is skilled in the use of precision measuring tools and layout inspection. He has worked with the
application of inspection and Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing (GD&T) principles for more than 30
years. Gay is an ASQ Fellow and is an ASQ Certified Quality Engineer (CQE), Quality Auditor (CQA), Quality
Technician (CQT), and Quality Inspector (CQI). He has also been recognized as a Journeyman Mechanic in the
Trade of Layout Inspection. Gay has instructed quality‐related classes for five community colleges, various
companies and ASQ. Gay is currently a part time instructor at Western Michigan University where he instructs a
Metrology Lab course.                
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T EST  & INSPECT ION

EDDY CURRENT INSPECTIONS ARE PARTICULARLY SENSITIVE TO CRACK,
CORROSION, AND OTHER CONDUCTIVITY CHANGES WITHIN ELECTRICALLY
CONDUCTIVE ALLOYS. By George Hopman

In production, every aircra� structure component will undergo inspection by one of the primary NDT methods.
In-service aircra� will experience subsequent nondestructive testing, eddy current inspection being one the
primary methods. This article serves to highlight the more common forms of eddy current applications on in-
service aircra�.

With a few exceptions, general aviation aircra� are not pressurized at altitude. However, when business and
commercial aircra� climb to altitude, e.g., 15,000 to 40,000 feet, the cabin is pressurized for passenger comfort.
Since the pressure inside the cabin is greater than the outside, the fuselage will elongate and expand in
diameter. When the aircra� lands and completes this flight cycle, the plane returns to its normal shape. This
repetitive expansion and contraction eventually lead to metal fatigue and the possible initiation of cracks,
whether it be fatigue cracking, stress corrosion cracking, or a stress rupture crack.

Regardless of which of the following specific inspections are performed, a test reference standard is utilized to
standardize the inspection. The conductivity reference standard will represent a range of conductivities with
the test subject nominal conductivity included. All the other test standard replicates the approximate
conductivity and structure of the expected test subject. A calibration feature will be included in the reference
standard, whether it be a machined groove, sawcut, or EDM notch. The dimensions of the calibration feature
will dictate the size of the detected discontinuity. These reference standards will be referenced in the
maintenance manual or service bulletin.

Conductivity Inspection
Eddy current inspections are particularly sensitive to crack, corrosion, and other conductivity changes within
electrically conductive alloys such as aluminum, titanium, and steel. Changes in conductivity are one of the
simplest forms of this inspection method. If, for example, a single engine turboprop plane su�ered a tire
catching on fire during landing, perhaps a lower wing spar will su�er subsequent heat damage. This damage
manifests itself as a change in electrical conductivity. A wing spar with a production conductivity of 28%
International Annealed Copper Standard (IACS) may show a conductivity of 34% IACS a�er a fire, indicating a
loss of heat treatment that would prompt a removal and replacement of the spar. Modern impedance plane
eddy current units are very portable (Figure 1). With the correct probe attached, many have the so�ware
capabilities to display a numerical value of the IACS conductivity on the screen.

Surface Crack Inspection
Many maintenance manuals and service bulletins will mandate a simple surface scan using a pencil probe that
operates within a frequency range of 100 to 500 kHz (Figure 2). These probes are available in varying
configurations to facilitate specific test scenarios. They are o�en “shielded” with an alloy such as copper, brass,
or aluminum to constrict the eddy current field to only the circumference of the test coil (0.070” diameter) for
a compounded diameter of 0.120”. This small probe contact area can make manually inspecting for a small
crack over a large surface area both time-consuming and tedious. However, high frequency inspection is tailor
made to detect very small cracks very close to bolt holes and other edges where crack initiation is likely. Since
cracks originate at the surface of the component, the test is designed to produce high eddy current density
close to the surface. Depending upon the test frequency used and the conductivity of the aluminum alloy, this
inspection concentrates the eddy current inspection to approximately the top 0.020” of the test subject.

Bolt Hole Rotary Scanner Inspection
Eddy current inspectors still use manual bolt hole surface probes to inspect bolt holes, but rotary scanners
(such as the one pictured in Figure 3) have been available for more than thirty years. They facilitate an
inspection that is less operator dependent, being more consistent with their coverage as well as o�ering
considerable time savings. Instead of the normal single coil (absolute) configuration used in a surface scan, the
scanner uses a probe with a “di�erential,” two coils side-by-side, arrangement. This coil arrangement
overcomes the test coil spacing variability encountered with oblong holes and can detect cracking closer to
edges and interfaces of a multi-layer hole, e.g., skin and chord combination. Modern instruments o�er
multiple types of displays that are helpful to signal interpretation such as the combination of time-based
sweep display and an impedance plane (Figure 3), or even a C-scan display similar to that used in ultrasonic
inspections.

Figure 3. Bolt  Hole Inspection Using a Rotary Scanning Probe. Source: Olympus 

Sliding Probe Doubler Or Skin Lap Inspection
The sliding probe (Figure 4) is particularly useful for inspecting holes in painted structure where a titanium
fastener location may not be readily visible. By identifying two fastener locations some distance apart in a row
of fasteners, a probe guide can be positioned to permit the sliding probe inspection of several fasteners in a
row. The inspection can be performed even when the fastener location is hidden under paint. A sliding probe
can inspect a row of holes with installed fasteners for a surface or subsurface crack, including the counter-sink
portion of the bolt hole, three or more times faster than an inspection using an eddy current spot probe.
Moreover, when inspecting multiple layers of aluminum with a nonconducting layer of adhesive bond
between skins, this probe s̓ electromagnetic field penetrates to the subsurface member to generate eddy
currents. There are multiple configurations of the sliding probe, but one configuration features two coils, one
being the driver coil and other is the pickup or sensing coil. Test frequencies range for 1 kHz to 50 kHz, putting
this in the category of a low frequency eddy current test.

Figure 4. Sliding Probe Doubler or Skin Lap Inspection. Source: Olympus 

Subsurface Corrosion Inspection
In general, an airplane body skin or wing panel can have a thickness reduction up to 10% from its nominal
thickness and still meet design strength requirements. Corrosion on the back side of an airplane skin can
reduce the skin thickness, weakening the structure as well as creating stress risers that could initiate cracking.
The proper spot type probe (Figure 5) driven at the proper test frequency can be very e�ective for detection of
subsurface corrosion that might prompt structural repair such as a doubler installed over the thinned area or
replacing the skin altogether.

Figure 6. Low Frequency Second Layer Inspection. Source:
Morrow NDT Services

Figure 5. Corrosion Inspection Test Setup.  Source: Level III
Resources

Re�ection Probe Second Layer Inspection
Two common probe configurations for sub-surface or second layer inspection are spot probes and ring probes.
Both are what is termed a reflection probe and operate at lower test frequencies for deeper penetration.
Reflection probes use separate coils for inducing an eddy current in a conductor and detecting the magnetic
field produced by the induced eddy current. The spot probe is not placed over the fastener, but are indexed
around, between, or past fasteners that are installed flush with the aircra� skin. The ring probe is placed over
the top of a fastener (Figure 6) to perform a 360-degree inspection around the fastener hole searching for a
subsurface crack. One might suspect that the titanium fastener present during the inspection will a�ect the
test results. However, the eddy current signal from a hole with a low-conductivity fastener, less than 3.0%
IACS, is approximately the same as that of an open hole. As an example of the capabilities of this inspection, the
skin and the underlying chord on a Boeing 747 are each 0.500” thick. Using an impedance plane multi-
frequency unit, the inspector can inspect for subsurface cracks in the skin at 400 Hz and the chord at 100 Hz
simultaneously, in e�ect reducing the inspection time in half.

Conclusion
Less common in-service applications include nonconductive coating thickness inspection and the up-and-
coming applications for array type probes. Array probes have multiple individual coils arranged in a single
probe such that complete coverage of a wide area on the aircra� are accomplished with a single scan and the
results displayed as a computerized C-scan output (see July 2016 issue of Quality). In-service airframes o�er
many challenging inspections for the NDT professional. Yet, confirming the integrity of a vessel that so many
lives depend upon is a rewarding endeavor for any inspector.

George Hopman is an ASNT Level III in MT, PT, ET, RT, UT, VT, MFL. 
For more information, call (480) 225-0775 or email George@ndesolutions.net.
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Trends In

Total Quality Management

SOFT WARE & ANALYSIS

THE FIELD OF TQM SOFTWARE HAS BECOME CROWDED AS MORE VENDORS
ATTEMPT TO ENTER THE SPACE, EXPERTS SAY.
By Genevieve Diesing

Total quality management is a way to describe a business environment where employees constantly improve
their performance and are committed to maintaining high standards.

Before the 1950s, quality management was completely di�erent – and not only because manufacturers didnʼt
have access to the technology we have today, says Otto de Graaf, CMO, AlisQI. Shop floor operators who had
insights and first-hand experience with quality issues had no say in decision-making but relied on management
for defining quality processes and controlling production lines. This all changed with Total Quality
Management (TQM).

“Applying TQM principles, manufacturers could step away from the management-driven approach and
transform their plant into a collaborative environment that finds value in every employee,” de Graaf says. “This
shi� in perspective recognizes the fact that quality is not only in the hands of a group of people but everyone
in the organization contributes to it. Next to expanding the role of quality, TQM puts the customer first,
focuses on integrated, process-centered quality management, continuous improvement, and fact-based
decision making.”

For instance, a vendor in the food and agriculture sector can set up automated workflows and calendar
notifications to keep track of its equipment s̓ condition and schedule calibrations, de Graaf explains. Or a shop
floor operator in the chemicals industry can use the system to attach pictures and add relevant documents to
his maintenance request. “A QMS can also be very handy to automate data exchange, or handovers between
shi�s or for assessing the standstill time of machines,” he says.

Total quality management can be broken down into two focus areas: quality assurance and quality control,
says Tamela Serensits, founder/CEO, Argolytics.

Quality assurance, which deals primarily with documentation and reporting, is critical for achieving and
maintaining certifications like ISO and AS standards, says Serensits. Quality control is geared toward
measurement and data analysis to ensure quality.

“Given the le�-brain/right-brain nature of these two topics, getting both right in a single TQM so�ware package
is a challenge,” Serensits says. “For example, a successful TQM so�ware would include some way for operators
on the shop floor to review standard operating procedures, enter inspection measurements, flag
measurements that are out of tolerance, and submit a nonconformance report.”

The field of TQM so�ware has become crowded as more vendors attempt to enter the space, says Ian R.
Lazarus, president and CEO, Creato.

“Some of these startups have created little more than an Excel macro that sits on the existing Excel
application,” Lazarus says. “Buyers would be advised to recognize the limits of these programs.”

Others go beyond compliance-oriented activities like audits and CAPA management and extend into the broad
range of quality improvement methods, such as lean and Six Sigma. “Still others have consolidated all quality
related so�ware, [such as] project management, statistical tools, and visual mapping onto a single platform,
enabling companies to reduce their overall spend on so�ware,” he adds.

The field has changed very little in three decades, says Tony Burns, founder and CEO, Q-Skills3D.

“There are more e-learning development tools than ever but their capabilities have declined,” Burns says. “The
reason is that they aim for the unskilled teacher to become a developer. Many even boast the ability to
automatically turn boring Powerpoint into even more boring e-learning. This may be great for sales of the
tools and the unskilled teacher, but it is terrible for the poor learner.”

So how should a manufacturer go about selecting the right TQM solution?

Look at published reviews on such sites as G2.com, Capterra, and others, says Lazarus. Assess vendorsʼ usability
scores. Find the typical training requirement, course cost and ROI.

“The best products will have highest reviews, highest usability scores, lowest training requirement, and
demonstrable ROI,” he says.

De Graaf suggests creating a cross-functional team to do the
selection process. This team should carefully consider the
manufacturer s̓ requirements, generate a long list to validate
those requirements, then prune down both the list of vendors
and requirements. He also suggests test-driving so�ware
before purchasing it.

“You should start adding value
right from the start: automating

even one process can be good
enough to go live with a QMS”

“In addition to this, Iʼd urge buyers to think big and start small,” de Graaf says. “On the one hand, they need to
look for an integrated solution: the QMS field is big, ranging from QC, SPC to EHS management, document
management, [and] audit control. You want to make sure that you buy an integrated solution rather than
multiple systems — a solution that can grow with you.”

On the other hand, de Graaf says, “weʼve learned enough from the many failed ERP implementations to know
that you should start adding value right from the start: automating even one process can be good enough to
go live with a QMS and then expanding your scope bit by bit.”

The industry has “come full circle” in how TQM systems are deployed, says Lazarus. Prior to SaaS and hosted
programs, all so�ware was sold as an on-premise solution, either by shipping CDs or allowing downloads over
the web.

“You cannot buy many business-so�ware programs this way anymore,” he says. “Everything is subscription
based. However, with concerns over privacy and security, hosted solutions are being scrutinized more than
ever. More and more companies, especially in government, defense, and biotech are demanding on-premise
systems. The best companies will allow their customers to select from either a hosted or on-premise solution
based on their specific requirements.”

There s̓ a lot of talk about AI in quality management that is confusing people, de Graaf says. “Quality
management has been using statistics for around a century: statistical process control is a key element of
good quality management,” he says. “In that sense, AI, which uses statistical algorithms at its core, is nothing
new under the sun. It brings benefits to very specific areas, such as machine vision, but for many
manufacturers it s̓ essential they cover the basics first before getting enchanted with AI.”

The biggest TQM trend may be a departure from stand-alone, desktop-installed so�ware with an onsite
database to a centrally-managed, third-party cloud application, Serensits says. “However, this is a challenge in
some sensitive, government-regulated industries due to data security requirements,” she says.

Opening Video Source: gorodenko�/Creatas Video+ / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Genevieve Diesing is a contributing editor for Quality.
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MANAGEMENT

MEET JOHN VANDENBEMDEN, AN
AUDITOR, CONSULTANT AND QUALITY
EXPERT AS WELL AS A GREAT PERSON
TO WORK WITH. By Michelle Bangert

Auditors may not have a reputation for great comic timing and super sweet dispositions, but that s̓ where John
Vandenbemden stands out.

John will invite you to eat with him and his wife if you are traveling alone at an international standards
meeting. When o�ering constructive criticism, he wonʼt make you feel defensive. As an auditor, youʼll want him
to be the one to do your next audit. As a teacher, he knows the answer to your questions and is happy to
respond long a�er class is over. And this former college o�ensive lineman has been described as super sweet
and friendly.

If youʼve been lucky enough to work with John, you probably would like to work with him again, both for his
friendly demeanor and helpful skills.

When talking to John s̓ colleagues and peers, they couldnʼt say enough about his intelligence, his work ethic,
and his positive attitude. They raved about his depth of knowledge, extensive industry experience, and sense
of humor. They said they enjoyed working with him and spending time with him a�er a meeting was over.

His career has spanned a range of topics, as you can see by the presentations he s̓ made over the years, from
basic shop math to automated gaging to acceptance sampling.

While his colleagues are quick to praise him, John also makes
sure to spread the accolades around. “A lot of this would not
happen without the right mentoring and people taking me
under their wing,” John says. “They provided guidance,
trusted me to do things. The honor goes to so many people.
Everything you work for is a team e�ort. Success is by finding
and locating good people that work with you “

John has been in the field for more than forty years and has
truly distinguished himself in the area of quality. For his skills,
dedication to standards and expertise in seemingly all things
quality, John Vandenbemden is our 2022 Quality Professional
of the Year.

Auditing Advice From Our 2022 Quality
Professional Of The Year
John Vandenbemden explains how to get the most
out of a quality audit, why not everyone can be an
auditor, and how his work has changed since the
pandemic.

0:000:00 / 0:00/ 0:00

The Early Years
The quality guru started o� teaching high school math. But a�er getting married—this month h and his wife
will celebrate their 45th anniversary—he decided he needed to make some money. That led to a conversation
with a friend and a job at Inland Steel. Though he never thought this would lead to a long-term new position,
he worked there from 1977 to 1995. This lead to his first experiences in quality, as the quality revolution was
getting started. He began to work on SPC and a range of other new quality ideas.

From there it was on to Gallatin Steel, Indalex, Daimler-Chrysler, First Vehicle Services, BQI, and Quality
Auditing. Today he is the owner of Q-Met-Tech, a consulting, auditing and training company.

For those looking to advance their careers, he o�ers this advice:

“The main thing is never close your mind,” John says. “You canʼt say you know everything. I know something. I
always tell people, I know enough to be dangerous. Someone next to me might know more. In meetings, treat
everyone as equals… Open yourself to new opportunities. I tried things that didnʼt work, nobody s̓ infallible.
The goal is to learn from it, and not repeating it if  you can.”

Enjoying your work is also an important goal and John has found a way to make that happen.

“Really the joy in auditing is working with people to help them make their organizations better,” John says. He
considers an audit to be a good conversation. Yes, there might be corrective actions, but this all contributes to
their eventual success.

In his consulting career, he s̓ enjoyed tackling problems and helping change things for the better. If  you can
make some situation more bearable or reduce its impact on your job, that s̓ fulfilling work, John says, as it
allows people to have control of their life and their time.  

An Auditor In Demand
Douglas Brown, manager, QMS Programs at Aflac, met John about five years ago for a quality audit.

“Auditors come and go, for whatever reason, but John came in and he s̓ been with us ever since.”

When you hear the term auditor, it may bring up some anxiety. “A lot of auditors bring that around,” says
Brown, “theyʼll have you sweating while you are looking for things you may have missed. John is very friendly,
though. He makes you feel at ease and is very knowledgeable.”

And his knowledge has helped their organization. Brown says John may come to a meeting and say, “ʻIʼve seen
it done this way before,̓  and it turns out his suggestion was very impactful.”

John has worked in a lot of Aflac business units and people respond well to his style. “Theyʼre always asking
me, ʻWill John be back next year?ʼ Hopefully we have a few more years working with him.”

Brown describes John as “very professional but very outgoing. He s̓ a people person, he could strike up a
conversation with anyone at any level. He doesnʼt bring the stress and pressure of an audit. He has a wealth of
knowledge; he s̓ worked in several di�erent industries over the years, and gives you real life experiences.

“He s̓ a great business partner and weʼre thankful to have him.”

Writing Standards
While many quality professionals adhere to standards, John has been involved in writing them.

Fellow Inspection Division member Jim Spichiger nominated John for this award. Spichiger met John about 15
years ago through the Inspection Division and worked with him a lot when John became the chair in 2013.

Working with John was easy, Spichiger says. Not only is he intelligent but he works hard, he says. “He s̓
committed and dedicated and puts in the work. That s̓ a guy I want to work for. He s̓ organized, he tells you
what needs to be done, but gives you enough of a leash. That s̓ attracts other volunteers, seeing someone who
is organized and committed makes you want to put the e�ort in.”

As a member of the ASQ Inspection Division, Spichiger says John helped the group turn things around. But to
hear it from John, he just did what needed to be done.  

Spichiger was the division chair two people behind him and says John le� a strong legacy, including
reestablishing the Inspection Division conference and bringing new energy to the group.

In addition, Spichiger says he s̓ proud of John for two things: the new national standard he helped lead, which
was a years-long process and is available now:  ASQ/ANSI ID1:2021 Inspection Techniques and Requirements –
Guidelines. Though a team of experts were involved, “That was 90% John making that happen,” Spichiger says.
 

The second thing was creating the ASQ certified quality inspector and certified quality technician courses. He
helped turn a blank sheet of paper into a course, Spichiger says, with two full days of original material for the
certified quality inspector class.

As Spichiger noted in his nomination, “The result of his work has been helping over 100 professionals achieve
an ASQ certification.”

In addition, Spichiger said John is fun to be around. “He s̓ not a stick in the mud, not a fly on the wall,”
Spichiger says. “You know he s̓ there.”

Accolades

He is an ASQ Fellow, the recipient of ASQʼs Grant Medal, a certified Lean
Six Sigma Master Black Belt and has extensive list of auditor credentials.

John is a voting member of TAG 69, ANSI Z1 and TC 176 Committees as
well as the U.S. Expert for Acceptance Sampling for SC5 TAG69. John is
the past chair of the ASQ Inspection Division and scholarship chair for
the Cincinnati Section 900.

He has been a presenter, technical reviewer, and session manager at
numerous ASQ World Conferences. John has also served as a Deputy
Regional Director and on the ASQ Certification Board, PAR and TCC
Nomination committees. John was a member of the ASQ Board of
Directors and TCC National Directors 2017 & 2018.

Currently John serves as the Standards Chair for the Inspection Division.

The World Of Standards
Working on international standards involves a lot of travel. Brenda Bishop, standards committee and TAG 69
chair, recalls meeting John in London. The other standards meetings took place in China, South Africa,
Germany, and Japan as well as various locations in the United States.

During the London meeting, there was an English pub next to the hotel. Bishop was sitting at the bar waiting
for her food to arrive when she ran into John and his wife. They invited her to join them for dinner and ended
up having a pleasant meal together. In addition, it was a long walk from the hotel to the meeting site so they
got a chance to talk then.

“He always looks on the positive bright side of things,” Bishop says. “I remember sitting in a meeting (during the
ASQ transformation) taking notes on my computer. The division leaders were just heckling him as he was
presenting. He was even keeled and just let things roll o�.”

“Iʼm always delighted to see John,” Bishop says. “He always makes me feel welcome.  He s̓ a super sweet guy.”

Lessons Learned
In addition to his welcoming personality, John also is known for his intellect.

Frank Chapman took John s̓ Six Sigma class about twenty years ago and came away very impressed. “John was
by far the most highly intelligent person Iʼve ever met,” Chapman said. “He s̓ probably forgotten more than
most of us have ever learned.”

Chapman, now director, Stratosphere Quality, stayed in touch a�er class and was able to hire him to do some
work for his clients. “I always get awesome feedback,” Chapman says. “In the quality profession, he is definitely
the guru. He is a bastion of information and wealth and experience.” Chapman also appreciated his dry sense
of humor. He says John has good timing and can tell a joke with a straight face. But his appreciation goes
beyond humor. Chapman says, “If I was in a life and death situation, Iʼd feel comfortable if he was the only
resource I had.”

His communication skills have earned him a lot of admiration from other professionals.

“He knows how to give people feedback even if it s̓ negative,” says Ed Maschmeier, vice president, certification,
SRI Quality System Registrar, where John has also provided contract services. “He knows how to communicate
it in a way that doesnʼt make people defensive and combative.”

If 20 people are in a room and someone is acting as if they are smarter than everyone else there, that doesnʼt
go over well. “John probably is but he never comes across like that,” Maschmeier says. “Being smart is a great
attribute but it has to be put in play with a combination of a lot of other things. That s̓ what John has that
other people donʼt.”

Opening Image and Final Image Source: Kelly Murphy

Remaining images provided by John Vandenbemden .

Michelle Bangert is the managing editor of Quality.
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Products
THE LATEST PRODUCTS TO HELP YOU IMPROVE YOUR MANUFACTURING PROCESS

Olympus OmniScan X3 64 Flaw Detector
The new OmniScan™ X3 64 flaw detector delivers improved
power and performance to Olympusʼ field-proven phased array
ultrasonic testing (PAUT) product line. This 64-channel
instrument has the pulser capacity to drive phased array (PA)
probes with a larger number of elements, increasing the data
acquisition speed for total focusing method (TFM) imaging. Users
can exploit its increased capabilities to expand and diversify their
application portfolio.

The high portability and enhanced performance of the OmniScan X3 64 flaw detector increase inspection
productivity. It can process TFM images up to four times as fast as its predecessor,* yet comes in the same
rugged and easily transportable box. On job sites with limited or restricted space, users will appreciate that the
OmniScan X3 64 unit is compact and less cumbersome than other 64-channel devices. Inspectors can also
remain on site longer and perform bigger scanning jobs without transferring data, thanks to the large 1 TB
onboard storage.

Facilitating complex and thick part or weld applications, the instrument s̓ full 64-element aperture PA and 128-
element aperture TFM enables users to optimize advanced Dual Linear Array™ (DLA) and Dual Matrix Array™
(DMA) probes. To save time during setup, all models in the OmniScan X3 series have integrated DLA and DMA
support.

Smaller defects are easier to distinguish using the OmniScan X3 64 flaw detector s̓ high-resolution PA and TFM
imaging. Accommodating lower frequency probes, the OmniScan X3 64 unit can increase penetration in
attenuative materials while reducing signal saturation. These improved detection capabilities assist
monitoring for early-stage flaws, such as high-temperature hydrogen attack (HTHA).

When applications require advanced analysis, the entire PA inspection workflow can be performed using
Olympusʼ WeldSight™ so�ware for greater e�iciency. With the WeldSight Remote Connect app installed on the
OmniScan X3 64 unit, users can instantly view the acquired data on a PC, exploiting the customizable user
interface and so�ware tools that facilitate specialized inspection procedures, including new-fabrication welds
in pressure vessels.

* Results obtained using a 64-element probe, compared with an OmniScan X3 32:128 model.

Olympus 
www.Olympus-IMS.com/phasedarray/OmniScan-X3
www.Olympus-IMS.com/WeldSight/

Carestream NDT Non-Glass Compact Detector
Carestream s̓ Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) group has released the HPX-
DR 2530 PC, a non-glass detector that enables faster throughput for
imaging, as well as rapid analysis and reporting. The durable non-glass
design is built for the tough conditions of NDT work, especially portable
radiography.

With a 145 μm resolution, the HPX-DR 2530 PC provides highly detailed imaging for analyses and reporting. Its
compact size of 250 x 300 mm and thin profile at 14.7 mm allow the detector to fit in smaller spaces, enabling
imaging in confined areas. The non-glass design virtually eliminates expensive and time-consuming repairs
while increasing utilization, uptime and productivity. The detector comes with tungsten shielding allowing a
higher cumulative dose while preserving image quality, increasing panel life and usage. With the HPX-DR 2530
PC detector, critical defects can be evaluated and reported with confidence while increased processing speed
and productivity help perform more inspections in less time.

The HPX-DR 2530 PC detector works with Carestream s̓ INDUSTREX Digital Viewing So�ware. The INDUSTREX
so�ware suite operates seamlessly across all Carestream NDT computed radiography (CR) and digital
radiography (DR) modalities. Customers can easily add the new detector to their tool set of imaging equipment
without having to purchase and learn new modules.

Carestream NDT
http://www.carestream.com/nondestructivetesting.html

Teledyne Flir 12MP Black�y S With On-
Sensor Polarimetry
Teledyne Flir introduced the latest addition to its polarized
Blackfly S GigE camera lineup – the BFS-PGE-123S6P-C.

This new 12MP model is well suited for applications dealing
with reflective and/or challenging lighting conditions. Ideal
for use cases like tra�ic systems, UAS (unmanned aerial
systems), inspection lines with transparent or reflective
parts, and other uncontrolled lighting environments.

The camera pairs the new Sony IMX253 MZR sensor with an easy-to-use glare reduction feature built into the
Spinnaker SDK, making application development and deployment fast and easy. These new GigE cameras with
Power over Ethernet (PoE) also take advantage of the new Lossless Compression feature, delivering up to 14
FPS at full resolution without compromising on image quality. Weighing in at just 36 grams, it is significantly
lighter and more compact than competing o�erings in the market.

Detailed specs include:

12 MP Global Shutter CMOS featuring on-sensor polarimetry

Delivers resolution of 4096 x 3000 @ 10 FPS (up to 14 FPS with Lossless Compression enabled)

Smallest and lightest: 29 x 29 x 30mm, 36 grams

Spinnaker SDK can dynamically reduce reflections from non-metallic surfaces

Long distance cable options for unique application setups

Features Power over Ethernet (PoE – GigE)

Teledyne Flir
https://www.flir.com/

Xiris' New CellView Camera
Xiris Automation Inc. has released the Xiris CellView camera
that provides a wide-angle view of automated or manual
welding cells, allowing welders and supervisors to remotely
monitor the welding status during set-up or while in
progress to help improve the productivity of each welding
cell.

When used in combination with Xiris open-arc weld monitoring cameras, the CellView camera can be
particularly useful for remote welder instruction, supervision and training. The instructor can review both the
trainee s̓ form and up-close weld parameters to ensure the trainee is achieving optimal quality welds.
 Additionally, the camera can be used by the instructor to record their own welding form and the details of a
weld demonstration to playback to students.

These are just a few of the many benefits that the Xiris CellView camera can provide by being able to capture a
wide-angle view of the welding cell as a result of features such as low-level light sensitivity, auxiliary lighting,
adjustable zoom, robust housing and compatibility with the Xiris WeldStudio™ so�ware.  

Xiris Automation Inc. 
www.xiris.com
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CONS IDER THE AUTOMATION TRENDS  THAT MAKE IT  EAS IER TO
AUTOMATE IN TODAYʼS  COMPETITIVE ENVIRONMENT.

Automation Use Surged in 2021 –
and We’re Just Getting Started

Robot sales have surged over the last few years as companies in every industry recognize robotics and
automation can help them compete globally. While advances in robot technology, ease of use, and new
applications remain key drivers in robot adoption, worker shortages in manufacturing, warehousing, and
other industries are a significant factor in the current expansion; the most recent data collected by A3 reports
nearly 29,000 units valued at $1.48 billion sold between January and September 2021, an increase of 37% over
the same period in 2020.

Long before COVID, the manufacturing industry struggled to
find and retain employees, especially to fill the “dull, dirty and
dangerous” jobs. Unfortunately, the pandemic has
compounded the labor shortage for manufacturers and
contributed to a sharp increase in job openings throughout
most industries. Robots and other forms of automation are
saving the day—and weʼve only just begun to see the benefits
they can bring.

Driven by AI, we’re seeing
smarter robots teaching

themselves how to
perform previously
impossible tasks.

Advances In AI = Smarter Collaborative Robot Technology
Driven by artificial intelligence (AI) enhancements, weʼre seeing smarter robots teaching themselves how to
perform previously di�icult or impossible tasks in real (or close to real) time. Solutions leveraging
advancements in AI across many shapes and forms are already working across multiple industries, helping
robotic systems adapt to their work environments, rather than designing every aspect of the environment and
processes to suit the limitations of the machines. These advances will enhance productivity, safety and ease of
use while leading to more applications involving robotic picking and grasping and even better collaboration
between humans and robots. These more collaborative robots are becoming increasingly flexible, more
dexterous and overall easier to use, with many requiring no coding so they can be deployed in hours or days
without extra engineering resources.

Mobile Robots Make Material Handling Flexible
2022 will continue to see a rise in popularity of the autonomous mobile robot (AMRs), with these independent
material handling vehicles finding myriad applications across even more industries. Companies wanting to
automate repetitive material handling tasks or needing to fulfil rapid e-commerce demands have deployed
AMRs in warehouses and factories at a rapid rate. Other industries such as construction, security, and delivery
also benefit as they look to move materials, even garbage, or disinfect schools, hospitals and airports.

New Finance Models Make Robots Cost E�ective
While robots are becoming smarter, more flexible and easier overall to deploy and use, costs continue to be a
concern, especially for small-to-medium size manufacturers. Robotics-as-a-service o�erings, known as RaaS,
let manufacturers finance their automation without the large initial capital investments that have been a
deterrent to many. Some vendors “rent” their own robots, while others partner with multiple vendors to allow
manufacturers to deploy best-of-breed industrial, collaborative or autonomous mobile robots. Some charge
by the hour and guarantee they only charge when the robot is working.

A growing number of RaaS companies are also taking on the entire deployment and service process, reducing
or even eliminating the complexity and time associated with automation along with the financial burden. The
RaaS companies can handle vendor selection and project management a�er initial consultations with the
manufacturer on what they would like to automate. Since manufacturers only pay when the system is
working, the RaaS companies also ensure the robotic systems are maintained and proactively address any
issues to maximize uptime.

These are but a few of the advancements in automation that are saving North American manufacturing as they
fill jobs and create new opportunities for workers across multiple fields, from data science, engineering, and
computer programming, to robot operators, installers and service technicians. We expect to see even more
exciting innovations this year, with many being introduced at Automate 2022 in Detroit (June 6-9).

We look forward to seeing you there!

Opening Background Image Source: Zheka-Boss / iStock / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Jeff Burnstein, president of A3.   
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INSPECTION

ONE OF THE FASTEST WAYS MANUFACTURERS CAN ADD AI DECISION-SUPPORT
INTO PROCESSES IS WITH IMAGE COMPARE. By Ed Go�n

AI Brand Management For Packaging & Labelling
Dairy Distillery is a Canadian spirits manufacturer that has pioneered a unique process to produce vodka from
a dairy byproduct. Brand appearance plays a significant role in consumer choice, and the manufacturer
competes against larger players with much deeper marketing budgets.

In addition, operating in the food and beverage market brings another set of risks. Approximately 60% of
companies in the market experience a recall. While recalls related to food quality generate media headlines,
and can significantly damage a brand s̓ reputation, typically one-third of recalls from the U.S. Food and Safety
Inspection are related to packaging and labelling errors. These misbranded or incorrectly labelled products
may not impact consumer safety, but they can result in costly shipment delays and rework for a manufacturer.

For the distillery, a main concern is maintaining a consistent brand appearance so they can ensure a premium
spot on a store shelf. The distillery uses a bottle fashioned a�er an old-fashioned milk bottle, with distinctive
and eye-catching labelling. It s̓ what the distillery owners call a “shelf talker.” The bottle tells a bit about the
dairy background of the business, with unique packaging that stands out for the consumer as they peruse the
shelves at their local store. A good-looking product helps build consumer brand awareness and loyalty.   

The bottle has three brand elements, with a main label and cap label applied by machine. A human then has to
accurately place an emblem logo that visually aligns with corresponding brand elements on the other labels to
ensure a consistent and appealing shelf display. With multiple products and short manufacturing runs, it s̓
uneconomical for the distillery to fully automate its labelling process.   

Over a shi�, the emblem placement would begin to shi� as the operator got tired or was focusing on other
tasks. Mistakes were o�en not noticed until the final packaging, when sta� was then tasked with manually
removing and replacing labels. This resulted in downtime, production delays, and additional costs. Worse,
there was always the risk a poorly labelled product could reach the store shelves and negatively impact a
consumer buying decision.

Brand is a key factor in the consumer market, and Dairy Distillery uses AI to ensure consistent shelf appeal.   

AI-based visual inspection provides decision-support for the operator to help eliminate labelling errors. The
system includes a camera, edge processing, display panel, and pre-packaged AI plug-ins from common
inspection requirements. Pre-packaged inspection skills are easily trained to verify components, inspect
labelling, and check assembly, or customized for specific requirements.

Without requiring any programming skills, the distillery quality manager and operator trained the image
compare plug-in to add decision-support for its labelling process. With just one image of a known good
product – a “golden reference” – the system automatically identifies the key brand elements on the bottle. The
plug-in has been customized to then add a graphic overlay on the visual display that highlights and guides the
correct placement for the medallion label for the operator.

AI-based visual inspection ensures brand consistency and accuracy for the distillery, as well as cost-savings as
labelling does not have to removed and replaced due to human error. The technology is also being used by the
manufacturer as a training tool for new operators, so they can quickly understand the proper positioning of
brand elements on the bottle and the di�erence between “good and bad” products.

With expanding production, the quality manager or operator can easily update the visual inspection system
with additional “golden references” to provide labelling guidance for new bottles, labelling, and packaging.
The operator simply chooses the correct plug-in for the product to be inspected. An additional image save
plug-in could also be used to capture images of products at various stages of production for batch tracking.
This will also provide the manufacturer with key data related to their manual assembly and inspection
processes for root cause analysis and productivity management.          

As the distillery adds more automation to its production, the visual inspection system can provide a valuable
quality control (QC) check for in-process or finished goods to ensure all machines and humans are operating in
sync. With this approach, the operator is using the AI system to inspect a number of bottles in various stages of
production to ensure brand accuracy. This helps remove stressful subjective decision-making for operators,
and will increase production as errors can be identified well before final packaging.  

Image compare highlights differences and deviations on a printed circuit  board for the human inspection before it  moves to
the next step in the manufacturing process or to final packaging.  

Electronics Inspection And Image Compare
One of the fastest ways manufacturers can add AI decision-support into processes is with image compare. The
visual inspection system compares the manufactured product with the “golden master,” and visually highlights
di�erences and deviations on a monitor.

DICA is an electronics contract manufacturer located just outside of Ottawa, Ontario that services an
expansive list of healthcare, industrial controls, telecommunications, security, and digital imaging companies
located in “Silicon Valley North.” The company specializes in high quality electronic assembly services for the
small-to-medium volume market.

Serving a high-value, lower volume market can pose inspection challenges for the company, as not all
products are well-suited to automated processes. As a result, a number of products are primarily inspected by
human operators. The company prides itself on its exemplary record for product quality, and views the
automated visual inspection system as a method to add decision-support for its inspectors.

Like the distillery, the electronics manufacturer has trained the image compare plug-in with a known, good
image of a final product. Operators and quality control sta� have trained multiple image compare plug-ins to
inspect di�erent products. The AI capabilities are used to match the approved layout and final production for
electronic assemblies. The system quickly compares the placement of components on the circuit board, and
highlights di�erences and deviations for the human inspection before it moves to the next step in the
manufacturing process or to final packaging.

The system is also used by the manufacturer for quality checks on incoming components from suppliers. In
addition, the manufacturer uses the system to capture and save an image of every printed circuit board. This
data is shared with traceability systems for inventory and shipment management and batch tracking, and helps
reduce root analysis time and costs if a potential error is detected in the field.

For both the distillery and the electronics manufacturer, AI-based visual inspection systems reduce subjective
decision-making for the human operator to help ensure consistency and accuracy. Errors can be detected
during di�erent phases of production, and the system can be quickly scaled for other products with no
programming skills required. In lower volume or custom manufacturing applications, visual inspection
systems are a key way that operators quickly and cost-e�ectively leverage new AI technologies to ensure
quality.   

All Images Source: Pleora Technologies

Ed Goffin is the marketing manager with Pleora Technologies. For more information, email
edg.goffin@pleora.com or visit pleora.com.
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MACHINE LEARNING

FIVE BEST PRACTICES FOR BEGINNING THE AI JOURNEY. By Morgan Palmer

Bringing Quality To New Heights With

Machine Learning

A major commercial airline receives tens of thousands of safety reports each year, coming from nearly 100,000
employees, in various formats. It s̓ an analyst s̓ job to sort through all of it, assess the reports, and recommend
appropriate action. Utilizing extensive data collected in their QMS, the airline has developed several predictive
models based on machine learning to improve the speed and accuracy of the assessments, and the relevance
of actions. The result is a significant improvement in operational e�iciency.

In all types of industries, machine learning (ML) tools are finding the needle in the haystack of data,
augmenting quality and safety professionals with a new kind of intelligence that can unlock hidden data
patterns that are impossible for the human mind or eye to absorb.

As a subset of AI, machine learning automates the building of analytical models. With machine learning, the
algorithm learns from the data it is trained on, to identify patterns and make decisions with minimal human
intervention (although human reasoning will always need to be part of the equation).

Data Analytics And Machine Learning - A Comparison
Traditional data analytics integrated into a QMS provide all of the building blocks for e�ective use of data-
driven decision making. Modern data analytics solutions for quality management systems contain a data lake
that houses all critical data from the QMS as well as critical data from integrated systems such as a CRM, MES or
ERP. It also o�ers dashboards to visualize the data and gain insight on trends related to critical issues such as
non-conformance and corrective actions, root causes, safety management and injury analysis.

Yet, a quality management system (QMS) that leverages machine learning brings data analysis of quality and
safety metrics to a whole new level of accuracy and insights. For example, today it s̓ fairly easy to use data
analytics to identify issues, such as equipment that isnʼt properly maintained, and take corrective action to fix
those issues. It s̓ much more di�icult to uncover systemic issues that fly under the radar but that may cause a
significant risk, such as the fact that updated training was never conducted for the sta� using the equipment.
ML can do this because it makes relationships between assorted data, in multiple formats, such as rich text,
video, images and others, which humans cannot do. Analytics can look for exact matches, but ML can make
correlations between things that may never occur to humans.

It has been said that data analytics helps humans find the things they expect to look for, yet true machine
learning can take it a step further, using intelligence to show them what they should be looking for.

A Pragmatic Approach To Machine Learning
One area where machine learning could provide immediate value in quality and safety management is for
intelligent trending, or predictive analysis. Leveraging extensive historical data-sets, professionals can move
beyond simple extrapolation of historic counts, and, using hundreds of related data points, actually predict
what will happen in the future, with a cone of confidence (as opposed to the cone of uncertainty) that conveys
the margin of error over time. It takes a wide-range outlook of future outcomes driven by data instead of
hunches.

Beginning The Machine Learning Journey
While a recent S&P Global report found that 95 percent of businesses consider AI to be important to their
digital transformation goals, integration of machine learning into quality management processes is still
nascent. The reality is that it will take time for it to see widespread adoption in quality management because it
requires a systemic change in how companies operate, as well as skilled personnel to implement and optimize
it.

Yet companies are smart to set out on their machine learning journey today, with the understanding that by
taking small careful steps, many more miles can be successfully traversed in order to safely reach their
destination: AI-driven quality management. Consider the following best practices:

1. Begin with a problem. Before deploying ML-driven quality management (or any ML project for that matter),
identify what it is you are hoping to accomplish. Is it to predict the likelihood of product defects with great
statistical accuracy, or to identify manufacturing floor behaviors that are creating corporate risk? Once you
identify your goals you can work backwards to the solution. In some instances, you may realize that ML is not
even the answer.

2. Get your data house in order. Good data – and lots of it – is required for e�ective data analytics, as well as
machine learning. As a first step on your journey, it s̓ important to take a data audit, identifying where data,
including structured and unstructured data, resides across the company, and making sure it s̓ cleaned and
classified for use as training data for the algorithm.

3. Democratize the data and remove the siloes. Companies already are leveraging advanced analytics tools
within their QMS to consolidate data into data warehouses and data lakes. Thanks to robust platforms, more
and more data should be gathered across the enterprise and the supply chain and centrally shared to inform
insights across functions.

4. Start with a pragmatic approach. Quality so�ware vendors are touting advanced new AI capabilities – from
ML to natural language processing (NLP), but the reality is that while technology is advancing, AI-driven quality
is a very new concept. Companies arenʼt fully set up yet to leverage it to its full potential, nor do they have the
data science expertise in house to manage it. It s̓ wise to take a pragmatic approach and start small. By
deploying intelligent trending, for example, which doesnʼt require extensive training, they can add a ML layer
to the data lake, and forecast future outcomes with very little risk. When quality leaders become comfortable
with how ML works at a basic level, they can pursue more advanced applications.

5. Secure the talent. While ML is being integrated into quality management systems and will eventually
become a standard feature, it will always require the expertise of data scientists for proper management and
continuous data maintenance. This is new territory for quality professionals; collaboration and coordination
with data science experts will be integral to e�ective deployment.

Good quality management will always require the insights and expertise of humans in order to achieve success,
since risk-based decisions require a level of thinking and abstraction, which is highly subjective. Yet, by
augmenting human-centric intelligence with machine learning, quality management can become more data-
driven, combining human insight with the objectivity of AI – a winning combination for a whole new paradigm
in quality.

Opening Video Source: gorodenko� / Creatas Video+ / Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Morgan Palmer, chief technology officer, ETQ.
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ROBOTICS

Follow The Path To A Successful

AMR Deployment
AS WITH ANY AUTOMATION DEPLOYMENT, A GOOD APPROACH IS TO THINK BIG
BUT START SMALL. By Matt Charles

Automating repetitive and hard-to-sta� material handling processes within manufacturing facilities has long
been considered a complex and costly process, typically requiring large investments, teams of engineers and
programming specialists and long months before they are doing the job expected of them. This can be
especially true with any automation that requires built in technologies and changes in infrastructure, such as
automated guided vehicles (AGVs) that run on tracks or magnets built into a facility s̓ floor.

Fortunately, the emergence of autonomous mobile robots (AMR), which can independently transport
materials around a facility using built-in Lidar scanners and 3D cameras, can make automating these tasks
faster, less expensive and easier to deploy overall. As a result, it s̓ easy to see why these mobile robots are being
deployed at such a rapid pace over the last few years. In fact, recent statistics show global shipments seeing a
65% annual growth rate in 2022 over 2021 with global shipments expected to exceed 500,000 by 2030 (ABI
Research).

Deploying these mobile robots arenʼt without their challenges, however. As with any major undertaking, a well-
planned, step-by-step approach makes it much more likely youʼll reach your desired destination quickly and
painlessly.

Consider these steps to help you feel confident in each stage before proceeding to the next.

STAGE 2: Deployment
As with any automation deployment, a good approach is to think big but start small. Complexity increases as
you add robots, from fleet management so�ware and integrations to tra�ic considerations and space for
robots when theyʼre charging or waiting for missions.

Choose your application: Consider starting with an easy-to-deploy high-return application to get your
bearings. Consider transporting components between warehouse and production with simple missions that
optimizes productivity. Use AMRs to remove trash and other waste to keep the production floor clear and safe
and improve overall e�iciencies. Regularly collecting samples from production lines and quality control
analysis catches manufacturing issues early and reduces waste.

Review the application: If  you havenʼt brought in a system integrator before, now might be the time to use
their expert application teams to provide guidance on your AMR design and implementation to make sure your
project gets o� to a good start. Review project specs, fleet integration with Wi-Fi coverage, service
requirements and remote access, and establish service contracts, especially for a�er commissioning. You
should also establish or review a project timeline to align resources, calculate robot number and types as well
as routes and purposes (bus route, call buttons, or automated). Check the facility layout, including distances
and parts per hour, preferred paths and width of aisles for bi-directional tra�ic of the mobile robots.  

Conduct a risk assessment: For any mobile robot deployment, conduct a risk assessment to ensure employee
safety. While the robot manufacturer is responsible for delivering an AMR that meets safety standards,
integrators and end users must also follow appropriate safety directives, international standards and best
practices.

Perform a pilot program: An AMRs user-friendly interface and intelligent sensors and so�ware mean your
team can quickly create maps and simple missions on your own. Using this program as a proof-of-concept will
help you learn and grow your automation plans successfully.

STAGE 3: Expand
Once you have a successful proof-of-concept under your belt, youʼll see new opportunities for automating
material transport throughout your facility. The versatility and flexibility of leading mobile robots enable you
to add in multiple robots to do similar tasks as the one you piloted, or even perform completely new tasks for
di�erent processes or production lines.

Again, this may be an ideal time to reengage with a system integrator or AMR vendor for help, providing a
comprehensive evaluation of your new plans, help manage the project overall and even aid in upskilling your
workforce. This step is critical to your success, helping employees build valuable new skills as theyʼre relieved
from repetitive, unergonomic, and undesirable material transport tasks. A successful deployment may start
with one robot champion to help lead the way, but it will require multiple champions to make it run smoothly.

Following the steps throughout these three stages – from planning to deployment to expansion – will help
your organization boost productivity and stay competitive with much less complexity and cost involved.

All Images Source: Mobile Industrial Robots

Matt Charles is the sales director for the Midwest U.S. & Canada at Mobile Industrial Robots (MiR). Prior to joining
MiR in 2019, Charles served as a key account manager for KUKA Robotics and a motion control and robotics sales
engineer for Cross Company’s Automation Group. For more information, visit www.mobile-industrial-
robots.com.
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TRENDS

Smarter Factories:
Wireless Sensor Data Boosts Productivity, Prevents Downtime, And Reduces Costs

ITʼS NEARLY IMPOSSIBLE TO IMAGINE FACTORIES WITHOUT SENSORS TO
IDENTIFY PRODUCTS AND GUIDE MECHANISMS TO PICK UP, SORT, ASSEMBLE,
AND PACKAGE ITEMS. By Karl Anderson

As manufacturers worldwide seek to enhance their machines and equipment with online connectivity—an
example of the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT)—they are realizing this technology s̓ remarkable potential.
IIoT networking helps users gather valuable insight, design process improvements, complete on-time
deliveries, lower costs, improve product quality, reduce downtime, and enhance productivity. And those
results are intrinsically tangible and quantifiable. In short, incorporating IIoT is already a necessity for
competitive manufacturers. The prospect of upgrading a factory to a smart factory might initially seem
daunting and cost prohibitive. Fortunately, not only can it pay o� in the long run, but it s̓ also easier and more
cost-e�ective than one might think.

That s̓ because today s̓ industrial engineering companies are developing IIoT technologies to be modular and
scalable, allowing manufacturers to quickly implement monitoring without necessarily overhauling or
replacing their trusted equipment. Sensors and wireless controllers can be added to a single interconnected
network over time, and they can all work together as a fully integrated system. In this way, manufacturers can
approach IIoT monitoring upgrades by starting small, but still thinking big.

The Value Of Sensor Data
Manufacturers who have experienced successful growth year a�er year using traditional processes might
wonder if upgrading to add “smart” connectivity is a worthwhile investment. Others might recognize the
technology s̓ potential and want to make upgrades, but they need help convincing a budgetary decision-
maker. Let s̓ first look at the value and benefits of capturing real-time sensor data for insight-driven
production.

It s̓ nearly impossible to imagine factories without sensors to identify products and guide mechanisms to pick
up, sort, assemble, and package items. In the age of Industry 4.0, properly equipped sensors can capture a
wealth of useful information beyond the physical presence or absence of a product. They can monitor
multiple conditions and functions of the automated machines themselves, and then that data can be
presented as metrics for visual analysis. This helps human operators track where processes could be
streamlined to enhance productivity and enables real-time condition monitoring.

Wireless thermocouple sensors monitor the temperature of motor bearings in a grain elevator.

Maximizing Overall Equipment E�ectiveness (OEE)
With specialized data collection and reporting, manufacturing workflows can be optimized for immediate,
substantial improvements to productivity. OEE is an industrial measurement approach to tracking uptime,
validating throughput, and monitoring quality. It also prevents production bottlenecks and the delays they
cause.

“In traditional OEE,” explains Christian Olivares, Banner Engineering s̓ global product manager for industrial
wireless, “you have sensors that are monitoring the production throughput, and theyʼre getting all this data,
sending it to a PLC that s̓ taking that information and making decisions.” This can help users evaluate the speed
of production lines compared to a target threshold and ensure product quality. Olivares says this data can
answer questions such as “What is my yield today, and how long has my machine been up and running relative
to what I expected? Within an eight-hour shi�, how long is that machine actually running? How well are you
producing today? How well are you producing this hour?” These questions can identify where to make process
improvements, where mechanical failures are liable to occur, and where there are bottlenecks to resolve.

Condition Monitoring
Condition monitoring collects data on machine vibration, pressure, tank volume level, temperature, humidity,
and other metrics. “It gives you more insights into your machine health,” Olivares says. “If your machines are
failing because youʼre not actively monitoring them, then that s̓ going to decrease your total runtime.”

But when condition monitoring is conducted continuously, it also provides advance warnings for important
maintenance. Machine-learning algorithms can establish baseline performance thresholds so that any
detected behavior outside of those limits can be addressed before a motor or other significant piece of
equipment breaks down completely. Rather than stopping production to repair or replace a machine part
(reactive maintenance), or relying on scheduled maintenance checks during downtime (preventive
maintenance), operators can instead monitor machines for signs of potential problems and address them
before a failure occurs (predictive maintenance).

“If [production] were to go down for an hour, what is that in lost revenue?” Olivares asks. “Most times, that s̓
going to be significantly higher than the cost of an actual system to monitor your motors, pumps, gearboxes,
compressors, or line speed. So I think that alone is a big enough justification to start using IIoT devices.”
Indeed, factories that experience unexpected downtime due to machine failure can lose an average of $25K to
$50K per event, or even up to $100K.

The IIoT Advantage
Remote monitoring of factory machines using interconnected sensors helps manufacturers make data-driven
decisions for continual refinement of processes. This provides a major competitive advantage in a crowded
marketplace, especially during a time of widespread supply challenges for consumer products. Installing
wireless sensor networks is a practical and scalable approach: it requires no changes to existing infrastructure,
it can be piloted quickly, and it increases uptime for cost savings. Factories that fully integrate IIoT technology
can then leverage data to keep production always running at peak performance levels.

All Images Source: Banner Engineering

Karl Anderson is a content marketing writer with Banner Engineering. For more information, email
kanderson@bannerengineering.com or visit www.bannerengineering.com.
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LIQUID  PENETRANT  TESTINGNDT

IN OCTOBER 2021 ASTM E1417 WAS PUBLISHED,
REPLACING THE 2016 REVISION. THIS REVISION WAS

COMPLETED AS PART OF A STANDARD REVIEW CYCLE, AND
TO ADDRESS CHANGES IN THE INDUSTRY.

 
BY SHAWN KILTY AND DAVID GEIS

The next revision of ASTM E1417 has been published, and a lot is changing. Here are several changes that you
should be aware of.

1. New Method A(W) Penetrants 

There has been ongoing work in SAE/AMS Committee K to update the basic penetrant qualification spec, AMS-
2644. Part of this work is the introduction of a new classification of penetrant, Method A(W) penetrants.
Method A(W) penetrants are Water Washable-water containing (Section 5.1.2.2). AMS 2644 defines a Method
A(W) penetrant as having 20% or more water by volume. ASTM E1417 requires a weekly check of the water
content of Method A(W) penetrants using a refractometer.  

2. Extended Shelf Life (Section 6.5.3)

Penetrant materials that have exceeded their initial shelf life are deemed acceptable for use so long as they
pass all required quality checks. Re-certification by the manufacturer is not required. Quality check exceptions
for aerosols and single-use materials have also been added.

3. Method A Immersion Update (Section 7.3.1.4)  

If  you are using Method A (water-washable) penetrants and using immersion in water to remove excess
penetrant, a final spray rinse is now required.

4. Indication Swab With QPL Solvents (Section 7.6.3.1) 

During the evaluation, an indication can be wiped with a solvent-dampened swab and re-developed.
Acceptable solvents are isopropyl alcohol, acetone, or QPL-AMS-2644 approved solvent/removers.  

5. Comparative Quality Checks 

During the System Performance Check, a discrepancy in performance between in-use materials and new,
unused materials usually requires comparative removability and sensitivity checks. With the recent revision of
E1417, these specific checks are no longer mandated (Sections 7.8.3.2, 7.8.3.3, and 7.8.3.4 have been removed).
Instead, the Penetrant Testing Level 3 (III) is responsible for defining the investigation of the discrepancy. This
change allows the Penetrant Testing Level 3 (III) to determine which quality checks would be necessary to
diagnose and resolve the problem.

6. No Warmup Time Required For LED UV-A Sources

Previous revisions of ASTM E1417 required a minimum of ten minutes of warmup time for all UV-A sources.
Because LED UV-A lamps are at full intensity at startup, an exception to this requirement is included to save
operators time and reduce the amount of pre-inspection downtime. The ten-minute warmup time is still a
requirement for all non-LED UV-A sources.

7. Changes To Process Control And Calibration Requirements (Table 1 ASTM E1417-2021)

In this revision, there are several changes to the frequency of the process control and calibration
requirements, including:

The frequency for penetrant brightness testing is updated from quarterly to semi-annually.

The frequency for UV lamp integrity checks is updated from weekly to daily.

The frequency for water pressure, water temperature, and air pressure gage calibrations is updated
from semi-annually to annually.

The frequency for dryer oven verification is updated from quarterly to semi-annually.

Image source: Magnaflux

Shawn Kilty, division R&D manager and David Geis, product manager, Magnaflux.
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MATERIALS ANALYSISNDT

Analyze and Grade Carbon in Small
Parts On-site with Handheld LIBS

A COMPREHENSIVE MATERIAL VERIFICATION PROGRAM
INCLUDES TESTING WELD WIRE, ROUND BAR, SMALL BORE

PIPE AND BOLTING. HANDHELD LIBS ANALYZERS CAN
OPTIMIZE ACCESS TO SUCH PARTS, PROVIDING A

COMPREHENSIVE, ON-SITE SOLUTION FOR QA PROGRAMS.
 

BY JAMES TERRELL

Maintaining the integrity of pressure equipment is an ongoing reality of any owner/operator. The
owner/operators of equipment such as vessels, furnaces, boilers, exchangers, tanks, and associated piping and
instruments rely on an integrity management program designed to assess the reliability and protect the
integrity of the equipment for safe and e�icient operation. Various nondestructive techniques are o�en used
to monitor the critical components, as understanding the correct metallurgy of these components is crucial to
their reliability and safe operation. If the wrong material type is used, it could lead to catastrophic
consequences.

Testing some of these components—for example, small parts or piping components—for carbon analysis and
material grade can be a challenge due to geometry or size. These parts are o�en le� out of the positive material
identification (PMI) program due to the di�iculty in analyzing the material. But you simply cannot ignore any
critical part, including the primary small-bore piping. Smaller components that fail in a critical system produce
the same e�ect as the failure of larger components. The consequences of the failure may be smaller, but the
result could be the same: fires, process unit shutdown, and injuries.

The ability to do the required carbon testing on 100 percent of all components in the field is a large void in the
industry that has recently been filled, as laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) has migrated from a
laboratory analysis method to a mainstream field analytical technique. This handheld technology allows the
owner/operator to reliably and accurately test these components for material process compliance and
provides a comprehensive solution for in-field materials verification that includes carbon analysis.

Fig. 1. SciAps Z-902 Carbon analysis of ER308L weld ¼” in width

LIBS is an optical emissions technique that utilizes a pulsed laser to ablate the surface of the material and
create a plasma. An on-board spectrometer performs a qualitative measurement of the light from the plasma,
separates the individual wavelengths to reveal elemental content, which is then quantified with the on-board
calibration. With the recent innovations in handheld LIBS analyzers, which include a very small exit aperture,
an inert argon atmosphere is achieved without requiring a seal to curved surfaces or small parts, allowing the
technician to test the parts regardless of their size or geometry. The technician prepares the surface, uses the
internal camera to line up on the test location, and performs the analysis. With the test area measuring
approximately 50 microns, this will allow the technician to measure any size part, including very small parts all
without adapters, collecting shavings, or sending sacrificial components to a laboratory.

There are several manufacturers that produce a handheld LIBS analyzer that are commercially available to the
marketplace. When searching for the right analyzer for your application, the user needs to keep in mind that
not all handheld LIBS analyzers are the same. Several models of LIBS analyzers on the market can perform
material identification, but do not include carbon content. However, in applications where the grade of the
material needs to be identified, carbon is measured and, depending on the carbon amount, dictates the grade
of the material. Therefore, carbon is essential to a comprehensive integrity management program.

Fig. 2. SciAps Z-902 Carbon analysis of ¼” machine screw, 316H material

For example, 1030 carbon steel is identified by the amount of carbon in the material, and the last two numbers
in this material s̓ name identify the nominal carbon content—the 0.30 percent carbon content is the nominal
carbon in 1030 carbon steel. This applies to other carbon steels also such as 1040, 1050 carbon steels, etc. Or if
you were grading 300 series stainless steel, the carbon content is the essential element needed to identify the
L or H grade of the material like 316L or 316H material. Without measuring carbon, you are simply identifying
the material type and not the grade of material.

Fig. 3. SciAps Z-902 Carbon analysis of 1” s/160 A106 pipe nipple for HF Alkylation service

LIBS analyzers that donʼt have the capabilities to measure carbon will only identify the material, similar to an
X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) instrument. However, there are a couple of manufacturers that produce a handheld
LIBS carbon analyzer capable of measuring carbon content. There are a few fundamental di�erences within
the analyzers such as size, weight, number of calibrations available, sample interface for sealed versus non-
sealed surfaces, and small parts access for analysis. LIBS analyzers with small exit apertures that do not
require an argon seal for testing will not require the small parts adapters that other LIBS analyzers or OES
units need to test small parts. The advantage of this technology is that it will allow the technician the ability to
test any part in the PMI program without the use of special adapters. The user will need to research the various
capabilities of the analyzer to determine if the instrument can meet the needs of the intended application,
especially if the application requires 100 percent PMI.

The capabilities available in a handheld LIBS instrument are changing the way field analysis will be managed.
These instruments provide an e�icient and cost-e�ective solution to any asset integrity program by providing
the owner/operator a way to analyze incoming material, in service/retro PMI material, welds, welding
consumables, and any critical component in their PMI program without the added labor or cost of buying
sacrificial parts or collecting shavings and sending them to a lab and waiting on results. These portable
handheld LIBS analyzers give the user additional capabilities that were nonexistent just a couple of years ago.

 

Fig. 4. SciAps Z-902 Carbon analysis of 1/8” wire, 316L material

Asset reliability includes a comprehensive material verification program, and that can now be achieved wholly
in the field to verify the compliance and the safe and e�icient operation of the equipment. With a little research
on the appropriate analyzer and an understanding of the application, the owner/operator can now reliably
analyze and grade any equipment in their asset integrity program regardless of geometry or size, and get real
time analysis. Critical small-bore components can now be instantly analyzed, with confidence and accuracy
providing the owner/user with the necessary data to make the crucial decisions to protect the integrity of the
equipment.

This innovative technology allows the owner/operators to maintain a high level of integrity and reliability in
their equipment by filling the void for carbon field analysis.

Image source: SciApskkk

James Terrell is the global director of business development as SciAps.
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ULTRASONICSNDT

Automated Inspection of

Using a Collaborative Robot
WIND BLADES

IMPROVE THE NONDESTRUCTIVE INSPECTION
WORKFLOW USING THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY.

 

BY FRANÇOIS VICAT

Nondestructive testing of large components can be time consuming and requires several people to work
quickly to minimize the impact of testing on the large component manufacturing process. Because the current
methods rely on a manual inspection process, it is ine�icient and expensive.

One application that illustrates these challenges is the inspection of wind turbine blades during
manufacturing. Two areas of the blade that require particular attention are the spar caps and shear web
bonding, and both areas are inspected using ultrasonic testing (UT).

INSPECTING SPAR CAPS AND SHEAR WEB BONDING
Inspecting the blade s̓ spar caps and shear web bonding is critical for its long-term reliability. The inspection is
typically carried out manually using an ultrasonic probe and flaw detector. A trained operator moves the probe
within the region of interest while assessing the live A-scan signal to look for potential flaws. This takes a long
time, requires multiple trained operators, and o�ers almost no traceability or possibility to further analyze the
data a�er it s̓ acquired.

Figure 1. A diagram showing the inspection points for shear web bonding.

This inspection can also be carried out using a manual or motorized scanner. The advantage of using a scanner
is the ability to acquire encoded data (C-scan), which o�ers both traceability and post-inspection analysis.
However, it s̓ still slow and there are many constraints; for example, the inspector must move the scanner
along the blade and position it correctly to acquire accurate, repeatable data.Once the inspection data have
been collected, they need to be analyzed. And if there are any doubts or questions, one or more re-scans may
be required, adding even more time to the process and delaying the blade s̓ release for shipment.

Figure 2. An example of a manual encoded scanner on a wind blade.  

For any manual inspection method, it s̓ also important to consider the variability of skill between di�erent
inspectors as a critical factor. For spar cap and shear web bonding specifically, the di�iculty involved in
reaching high areas of interest on the blade, o�en requiring a mobile work platform, is also a complicating
factor.

AUTOMATED WIND BLADE INSPECTION
With the advancements brought about by Industry 4.0, it is now possible to solve the inspection challenges
discussed above to optimize and improve the wind blade manufacturing workflow. Inspection technology
providers are developing inspection systems, using latest digital technologies, to automate wind blade
inspection. Below, I discuss one such system that has recently been deployed.

 

 

Figure 3. An example of an autonomous inspection system on a wind blade.  

In this inspection system, a collaborative robot (cobot) is mounted on an autonomous guided vehicle (AGV).
The goal is to inspect the di�erent regions of interest on the blade without human intervention except for
selecting the blade model to be inspected and pushing the ʻstart inspection sequenceʼ button. 
An autonomous inspection is possible thanks to the system s̓ global architecture that enables each component
to communicate with each other. A global interface manages the communication between di�erent elements
of the system. Thus, this interface is the brain of the system, synchronizing and driving the AGV, the cobot, a
vertical axis to move the cobot up and down, a water system (for UT probe couplant), and an ultrasonic
acquisition unit for the completion of fully automated and autonomous inspection of the blade.

HOW THE SYSTEM WORKS
The AGV can map the workshop where the blade is inspected, enabling it to learn its working environment and
move autonomously within it. Physical targets are used to define the start and end positions of the inspection.
At least two targets are needed, one at the root and one at the tip of the blade. The targets have a specific V
shape to allow the AGV to accurately and repeatedly dock with it.  

Figure 4. An AGV positioning target.  

By default, a third target is embedded in the AGV docking station (DS). The DS is the AGV s̓ home base and
where it recharges its batteries. Once the operator launches the inspection sequence, the system moves from
its DS to the starting target, autonomously defining the best path to reach it based on the map and taking into
account unexpected obstacles. Normally the AGV uses the shortest path to go from the DS to the defined
target, but if something is blocking this path the AGV will try to go around. If that s̓ not possible, it will define a
new path using the learned map.

Once docked to the target, the system aligns itself to the blade span using the cobot arm to sense the blade
surface and calculate the correct angle to get the AGV aligned with the blade. Then the AGV and cobot arm
coordinate their movements to perform a raster scan of the region of interest, typically the lower and upper
spar caps and webs of the blade. The cobot arm s̓ six joints allow precise positioning of the UT probe on the
surface and help ensure the constant pressure required for high-resolution, high-quality C-scan inspection
data.

Figure 5. Region of interest with an example of a raster scan (left) and an automated inspection system performing the raster scan on the
blade with collected data (right).

While each region of interest is being scanned, the system uses real-time positioning information from the
cobot to guide the AGV. Based on the extension of the cobot arm, the system can sense which direction the AGV
should move and then correct its trajectory to follow the blade curvature along the span. This allows the
system to move parallel to the complex shape of the blade without the need to teach the system by, for
example, programming it with a CAD drawing of the blade.

The system also uses ultrasonic information to track the spar cap position and adapt the raster scan to this
position. This allows the system to follow the position and slope of the spar caps without the need to program
their position in advance.

These features enable the system to be self-adapting and self-learning, eliminating the need for time-
consuming programming.

Figure 6 illustrates the complete inspection sequence, including a calibration check step using a block located
near the docking station. The check block has its own target. Once the operator launches the inspection
sequence, the system moves (1) to the first target (T1), self-aligns to the check block, and scans it (2). The
system then moves (3) to the root position target (T2), docks with it, and self-aligns to the blade span. The
system scans (4) the web and spar cap on the first side of the blade. At the end of the area of interest, the
system stops the scan and moves (5) to the other side of the blade to dock with the tip positioning target (T3)
where it then self-aligns with the blade span. The system then scans (6) the web and spar cap on the other side
of the blade. When the system reaches the predefined end position of the area of interest, the scan stops, the
cobot s̓ arm returns to its home position, and the AGV moves (7) back to its docking station.

Figure 6. The complete wind blade inspection process using an autonomous system.

In addition to executing the automated sequence just described, the system simultaneously manages safety
during the inspection sequence thanks to a series of cameras located on the AGV. Several zones can be
defined, such as a warning zone around the system so that if an operator or obstacle enters the zone, the
system will reduce the AGV movement and cobot speed by half. A safety zone can also be designated that will
cause the system to stop completely if anything enters it.

THE FUTURE OF WIND TURBINE BLADE INSPECTION
The autonomous inspection system discussed here combines the advances of Industry 4.0 with established
nondestructive ultrasonic testing technology. The result is an automated solution that can learn and adapt
both to its working environment and the part being inspected. It provides highly repeatable and accurate data
that improves the speed of analysis, reducing the overall inspection time and making the blade manufacturing
process more e�icient.

In addition to these advantages, the system is cloud enabled so that users can upload inspection data files on
the fly. Captured data is uploaded to the cloud and can be analyzed as soon as it has been acquired. This cloud
connectivity also enables the data to be analyzed by users working in remote locations for better
mutualization and resource e�iciency.

Figure 7. Data are collected all over the world and uploaded to the cloud for instant access from anywhere.

While this example is specific to wind blade inspection, this system is easily adaptable to other large
component manufacturing applications that utilize nondestructive testing. Combining tried and true
inspection technology with the latest innovations in robotics and self-learning will continue to produce novel
systems that streamline inspection applications.

Image source: Olympus

Fran ois Vicat, global business development director, Olympus. He has a background
in NDT and, more specifically, ultrasound. He has held positions in sales, technical
support, product management, sales management, and marketing in NDT for more
than 30 years. For more information, call (781) 419-3624, email
Francois.Vicat@olympus.com or visit https://www.olympus-ims.com/en/. 
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Top-Load
Compression 
   Testing

THE BUSINESS ADVANTAGES OF TOP-LOAD
TESTING ARE CLEAR, BUT THE CHOICE OF

TEST SYSTEM CAN BE A CHALLENGE
 

BY PAUL MONTALTO

Why test for top-load strength?

Packaging for consumable goods has several purposes. Not only must it have an optimal design and attractive
looks to grab the attention of a prospective purchaser, but it must also provide ample protection for the
product inside. Plastic, metal and glass bottles, aluminum cans, and cardboard cartons must all stand up to
the forces encountered during handling, transportation, and storage. Manufacturers of both flexible and rigid
packaging, which are fitted with closures, face the additional challenge of ensuring that their containers have
su�icient strength to withstand the loads applied during the capping process.

Key to quantifying the design and quality of containers is measuring resistance to top-loading. Top-load
testing – also known as crush strength, axial strength or compressive strength – evaluates a packaging
material s̓ structural resistance under a compressive load, usually to the point of deformation or collapse of
the packaging. Manufacturers and their customers use top-load testing to ensure that they have the right
balance between ensuring packaging integrity and eliminating any excess material – a process known as
“downgauging” or “light-weighting.” Downgauging has high environmental and business significance, since
packaging soon becomes waste material and, when produced in huge volumes, it is clear that excess material
has powerful cost ramifications.

Compliance with environmental regulations is a serious business concern and current regulations enforce
strict limitations on the volume of primary resource material that can be used in single-use containers. Several
international standards (e.g., ASTM D2659 and DIN 55440) and industry guidelines (e.g., PTC002 by the ISBT)
clearly define top-load testing methods that can be followed to enable optimal downgauging of containers.
Carrying out testing in accordance with these methods requires accurate top-load testing equipment to
reliably determine the performance limitations of packaging materials.

INDUSTRIES THAT BENEFIT FROM TOP-LOAD TESTING
Beverage Industry 

Plastic bottles used for drinks are commonly made from PET and PE (HDPE and LDPE) and are regulated by
strict environmental standards limiting use of material. Milk and juice bottles tend to be made from HDPE due
to it being widely recyclable and lower cost to produce. Still and carbonated beverages tend to come in PET
bottles because the material is both strong and light. For standards compliance and business economy, both
volume of original material and the number of production line rejects must be minimized.

Production of PET bottles is a long and involved process that begins with the bottle as a 4” pre-form. 
 These tiny half-formed bottles are blow molded then sized and shaped. A�er cooling they are placed on the

filling line, where they are then capped and finally boxed. A capping machine pushes the cap down onto the
bottle with a significant axial load before it twists the cap to tighten. Testing that PET bottles can withstand
this axial load without collapsing and spilling all their contents onto a fast-moving production line is an
essential quality-control check.

PET bottles tend to exhibit weak spots around their base and/or neck and deformation typically occurs at
these areas when under compression. Not only does top-load testing reduce the possibility of “light-weighted”
PET bottles experiencing crush failure during capping, but it also serves to verify the strength characteristics
required for the onward journey of the bottle during the handling and storage phases of the supply chain.

Twin-column, Software-

driven Materials Tester

Packaging Industry

The range of materials used in general packaging is extremely broad and covers many varieties of plastics,
cardboard, and metal. Consider the material used to create a basic cookie carton – at the very least,
manufacturers require certainty of the cardboard quality so that product will reach consumer in saleable
form. First, material structure must support all processes, which include production, palletization, and stretch
wrapping. Second, handling activities are critical considerations – possibility of material distortion is high
during pallet stacking and storage. Other factors include humidity resistance and shelf-life longevity.

The design of a cookie carton will consider such environmental conditions. Realizing economy of raw
materials, determining material limitations, ascertaining packaging strength, and protecting product are the
essential goals of packaging industry processes, where achievement of greatest consistency in quality and
reliability is of critical importance.

That s̓ where top-load testing comes in - it is performed on production shop floors to measure the structural
strength and stability of the assembled carton. Operators perform regular spot-checks at line-side, assessing
multiple samples per batch to obtain accurate measurements with minimal impact on production throughput.

If more comprehensive results are required, further analytical tests can be performed in QC laboratories. For
most applications, a stand-alone, touchscreen top-load tester is ideal. These testers provide a robust platform
for accurate testing of samples in environments unsuitable for computer usage, such as the production shop
floor. Computer-controlled testers, on the other hand, are most commonly used for more detailed tests in
laboratory environments.

 

 
CHOOSING A TEST SYSTEM
The business advantages of top-load testing are already clear, but the choice of test system can be a challenge.
Testing standards stipulate top-loading should be applied under controlled conditions at a fixed speed, so this
requires a motor-driven test system not a manual tester.

If the tester is located in a production area where the use of a PC is not ideal, it is o�en better to use a
touchscreen-driven top-load tester. If  more complex test routines in the QC or R&D labs are required, then a
PC-driven tester is preferable.

HOW THE TESTER WORKS
Touchscreen-controlled top-load testers are suited to production floor usage, where they facilitate improved
control over the molding process with minimal disruption to daily manufacturing flow, saving both time and
cost.

To perform a top-load test, a bottle, taken from a batch at regular intervals from each production line, is
placed on the base of the test stand. The test method is selected using the five icons on the touchscreen s̓
console. When the ʻstartʼ button on the touch screen is pressed, the crosshead descends at a fixed speed. When
the top of the sample is reached, a touch is registered, the free height of the bottle is captured, and
compression begins. Load is applied until deformation is detected, at which point the maximum force (top-
load strength) is captured.

The results of the test appear on the touch screen in tabular or graphic format, peak load and free height is
recorded, and a color-coded “pass” or “fail” result is reported. When the test finishes, the crosshead returns to
its home position, ready for the next test. Results can be stored internally, on the touch screen s̓ hard drive, or
exported to a statistical process control (SPC) or other quality monitoring systems.

Computer-controlled systems are the superior option for advanced test measurement. Fully programmable,
these systems are operated from a computer running so�ware. Test results are displayed graphically in real-
time and enable automatic calculations to be performed on top-load test parameters.

Vented Compression Plate Self-Adjusting Plate

ACCESSORIES
Compression plates are the most common contact fixtures used in top-load testing and it is important to select
the correct plate for your application.

Vented plates are used for testing empty containers as they allow any air trapped inside the container to be
released. Vented plates with nose cones are useful to help center the bottle by inserting the nose cone inside
the opening. Flat compression plates with self-adjustment are used for testing filled containers and boxes,
where keeping the plate parallel to the container across its whole surface is critical.

Implementing a top-load tester as part of the quality control regime is a cost-e�ective way for packaging
manufacturers to ensure their products are resilient to the rigors of production, distribution, and storage. At
the same time, cost savings can be achieved through top-load testing by identifying where lower volumes of
material can provide su�icient strength. Reduction of material volume, lower reject counts, and maintenance
and improvement of batch consistency all become achievable with e�ective top-load testing.

Image source: PPT Group

Paul Montalto, technical knowledge manager at Mecmesin, a division of PPT Group.
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Accurate Technology (ProScale)

270 Rutledge Rd., Unit E
 Fletcher, NC 28732-9399
 (828) 654-7920

 sales@proscale.com 
 www.proscale.com

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Gage manufacturer for length, width, thickness measurement of big products. Since 1989, we have
made simple encoder and complete turnkey solutions for measuring tubes, extrusions, shafts,
sheets, panel goods, sheets, tiles, and much more. Ranges up to 30 feet, accuracy to +/-.002
inches. We also manufacture linear encoders for thousands of applications. Made in USA

**Product Categories**

Automatic Gaging & Sorting Systems

Dimensional Measurement Equip.

Encoders

Gages, Electronic

Gages, Handheld, Dimensional, Fixed & Variable

Gages, Height

Gages, Length of Travel

Measuring Machines

Noncontact Measurement Equip.

Readout Devices, Digital

Readout Devices, Digital

Sensors, Capacitive

Sensors, Inductive

Stages, Coordinate Measuring Equip.

Transducers, Linear Displacement

Turnkey Gaging Systems

Video Inspection Systems
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AlisQI

P.O. Box 8371 
 Utrecht, OUS 3503 RJ 

 31-85-7600975 
 info@alisqi.com 
 https://www.alisqi.com

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

AlisQI is an easy to implement and integrate, flexible and cloud-based Quality Management platform.
We enable manufacturing companies to make their quality management data driven, automated and
omnipresent. More than 70 factories worldwide use our platform for Quality Control, Quality
Assurance and QESH management. We help our customers to reduce waste by up to 15%, increase
their quality level and save up to 20% on time.

**Product Categories**

Corrective Action Tracking Systems

Document Control

Quality Alert Notification

SPC/SQC & Statistical Analysis

Total Quality Management
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American Society for Nondestructive Testing (ASNT)

1711 Arlingate Ln. 
 Columbus, OH 43228 

 (614) 274-6003 
 customersupport@asnt.org 

 https://www.asnt.org 
 

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Serving more than 22 000 members and certificate holders worldwide, ASNT, based in Columbus,
Ohio, is the largest technical society for NDT professionals. ASNT certification and standards
programs, publications, conferences, education, membership, and professional development
programs are the foundation for expanding awareness of advancements in NDT. Governed by a
volunteer group of officers and directors, ASNT is organized by councils representing interests
relating to certification, engineering, research, education, and section operations.

**Product Categories**

Management Service Certification

NDT Services

Nondestructive Test (NDT) Equipment

Training, Certification
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CAPTURE 3D

Corporate 3207 S. Shannon St. 
 Santa Ana, CA 92704 

 (714) 546-7278 
 info@capture3d.com 

 https://www.capture3d.com 
 

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

CAPTURE 3D is a leader in innovative 3D metrology solutions that optimize 3D scanning, inspection,
and reverse engineering applications for product development, manufacturing, and production.  Our
advanced technology and intelligent software quickly obtains accurate full part geometry to rapidly
solve engineering issues, prevent future problems, eliminate costs/iterations, while improving quality.

**Product Categories**

3-D Measurement Services

Benchmarking

CMM Inspection Services

Capability Studies & Statistical Analysis, Gage R&R

Capability Studies & Statistical Analysis, SPC

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM), Portable

Coordinate Measuring, Inspection Services

DMIS/Computer & CAD Based Inspection

Dimensional Inspection Services

Dimensional Measurement Equip.

First Article Inspection Services

Geometric Dimensioning & Tolerancing (GD&T)

Geometric Dimensioning & Tolerancing Services

Geometry Measurement Equip.

Laser Measurement Systems

Laser-Based Measurement Equip.

Lean Manufacturing

Measuring Machines

Metrology Services

NDT Services

Noncontact Inspection Services

Noncontact Measurement Equip.

Nondestructive Test (NDT) Equipment

Optical Measurement Equip.

Optical Scanners

Part & Tool Inspection Services

Probes, CMM

Problem Solving

Process Control

Process Control

Process Control Equip.

Quality Function Deployment

Quality Management Services

Reverse Engineering Services

SPC/SQC & Statistical Analysis

Scanners, 3D Scanning Equip.

Scanners, White Light Scanners

Sensors

Shape Metrology

Smart Cameras

Software

Statistical Process Control

Strategic Quality Planning

Surface Analysis Equip.

System Integrators

Vision Systems
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Geoform Inc.

16832 Gramercy Pl. 
 Gardena, CA 90247 
 (424) 292-3407 

 info@geoform.com 
 https://www.geoform.com

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

In business since 1986, specializing in dimensional inspection / first article inspection, reverse
engineering, and 3-D scanning. Our clients range from small job shops and manufacturers to leading
firms in commercial, industrial, defense, automotive, medical, and aerospace markets.  ISO 9001
registered, AS9100 certified, ISO 17025 & NADCAP M&I accredited.

**Product Categories**

3-D Measurement Services

CMM First Article Inspection Calibration

CMM Inspection Services

Capability Studies & Statistical Analysis, Gage R&R

Capability Studies & Statistical Analysis, PPAP

Capability Studies & Statistical Analysis, SPC

Coordinate Measuring, Inspection Services

Dimensional Inspection Services

First Article Inspection Services

Form & Roundness Testing Services

Form/Shape/Surface/Contour Calibration

ID/OD Measurement Services

Laboratories

Laser Inspection Services

Management Service Certification

Metrology Services

Noncontact Inspection Services

Part & Tool Inspection Services

Reverse Engineering Services
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Hoto Instruments

3100 Dundee Rd., Ste. 707 
 Northbrook, IL 60062 

 (847) 564-2260 
 info@hoto-instruments.com 

 https://www.hoto-instruments.com

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Hoto Instruments offers durometers and manual or motorized constant load stands, digital torque
screwdrivers and wrenches, torque testers and checkers for manual torque wrenches, electric drivers
and impact tools, LED stroboscopes, digital tachometers and speed meters. Hoto Instruments is ISO
9001certified and ISO/IEC 17025 accredited with a knowledgeable sales/engineering staff.  

**Product Categories**

Creep Testers

Durometers

Encoders

Hardness Testers

Indicators, Speed

Stands, Test

Stroboscope Equipment

Torque Calibration Equipment

Torque Measuring Equipment

Torque Tools

Ultraviolet (UV) Equipment
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Imada Inc.

3100 Dundee Rd., Ste. 707 
 Northbrook, IL 60062 

 (800) 373-9989 
 imada@imada.com 

 https://www.imada.com 
 

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Imada, Inc. specializes in mechanical and digital force gauges, manual and motorized test stands,
digital torque screwdrivers, wrenches, torque testers and LED stroboscopes. Backed by our
customer service plan: Knowledgeable, experienced sales/engineering staff; Custom applications;
Fast delivery ; Fast calibration/repair.  ISO 9001 registered and ISO/IEC 17025 accredited.

**Product Categories**

Adhesion & Bond Strength Testers

Bond Testers

Cable Testers

Calibration Equip., Force

Compression Testers

Creep Testers

Durometers

Friction Testers

Gages, Force

Hardness Testers

Indicators, Speed

Materials Test Equipment

Meters, Tension

Nondestructive Test (NDT) Equipment

Plastics Test Equipment

Shear Testers

Spring Testers

Stands, Test

Stroboscope Equipment

Tensile Testers

Torque Calibration Equipment

Torque Measuring Equipment

Torque Tools

Universal Testing Machines

Wire Crimp Pull Tester
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**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Ledford Gage Lab Inc.  sells and calibrates precision tools and measurement equipment. One of the
country's largest independent dimensional calibration labs, we can provide accredited, long form
NIST traceable calibration reports for precision tools, gage blocks, thread and cylindrical gages,
torque and force equipment.

**Product Categories**

Calibration Labs

Dead Weight Tester Calibration

Dimensional Inspection Services

Dimensional Measurement Equipment Calibration

Durometer Calibration

Force Calibration

Gage Block Calibration

Hand Gage Calibration

Hardness Tester Calibration

Mechanical Testing Services

Metrology Services

Repair Services

Surface Plate Calibration

Thread Inspection Services

Torque Calibration
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LK Metrology Inc.

29550 W.K. Smith Dr., Unit B
 New Hudson, MI 48165

 United States
 Phone: (810) 263-6100

 Fax: (810) 263-6101
 sales.us@lkmetrology.com  

 www.lkmetrology.com

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

LK Metrology is a global manufacturer of dimensional metrology solutions. These include coordinate
measuring machines, multi-sensor systems, laser scanners, portable arms and software for varying
needs of manufacturers, both today and in the future.

**Product Categories**

CMM Calibration

CMM Inspection Services

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM), CNC/DNC

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM), Calibration Services

DMIS/Computer & CAD Based Inspection
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Mark-10 Corp.

11 Dixon Ave.
 Copiague, NY 11726

 (631) 842-9200
 info@mark-10.com

 www.mark-10.com

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Mark-10 engineers and manufactures force and torque measuring gauges, systems, and
accessories. From peel testing to tensile testing, from spring testing to weld strength testing, we help
Quality Control and R&D professionals around the globe assess and ensure product quality. Our
products are made in the USA, and are covered by a 3-year warranty with free lifetime support.   

**Product Categories**

Adhesion & Bond Strength Testers

Bond Testers

Calibration Equip., Force

Calibration Labs

Compression Testers

Creep Testers

Dynamometers

Flexure Testers

Friction Testers

Gage Repair

Gages, Force

Gages, Strain

Indicators, Torque

Load Cells

Materials Test Equipment

Meters, Tension

Nondestructive Test (NDT) Equipment

Plastics Test Equipment

Repair Services

Shear Testers

Spring Testers

Stands, Test

Stiffness Testers

Tear Testers

Tensile Testers

Torque Calibration Equipment

Torque Measuring Equipment

Torque Tools

Torsion Testers

Transducers, Torque

Universal Testing Machines

Wire Crimp Pull Tester
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MARPOSS
3300 Cross Creek Pkwy.

 Auburn Hills, MI 48326
 (248) 364-2718

 marposs@us.marposs.com 
 www.marposs.com

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Marposs is a leading global supplier of precision metrology equipment for improving productivity and
reducing cost in manufacturing. Our shop-floor solutions include manual and automatic gages,
compensation systems; touch probes, laser toolsetters; sensors; hardware & software for data
collection & analysis; NDT systems and Machine Monitoring Solutions (MMS).

**Product Categories**

Analog Indicators

Automatic Gaging & Sorting Systems

CMM Programming/Simulation

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM), Probes & Styli

Detectors, Broken Tool

Dimensional Measurement Equip.

Eddy Current Test Systems & Equipment

Fixtures, Gaging

Gage Calibration/Management

Gage Masters

Gage R&R

Gage Repeatability

Gages, Air ID Measurement

Gages, Air OD Measurement

Gages, Angle Measurement

Gages, Automatic Size Control

Gages, Bore

Gages, Chamfer

Gages, Depth

Gages, Dial Indicator

Gages, Dial Indicator Snap

Gages, Electronic

Gages, Electronic Column

Gages, Electronic ID Measurement

Gages, Electronic OD Measurement

Gages, Electronic Snap

Gages, Fixed Limit (Go/No-Go)

Gages, Fixed Limit Plug

Gages, Fixed Limit Ring

Gages, Fixed Limit Thread

Gages, Fixture & Special Tooling

Gages, Flatness

Gages, Flush

Gages, Gear

Gages, Geometry

Gages, Handheld, Dimensional, Fixed & Variable

Gages, Height

Gages, In-Process

Gages, Plug & Ring, Cylindrical

Gages, Plug & Ring, Thread

Gages, Spline

Gages, Thickness, Electronic

Gages, Thread, Indicating

Gear Inspection System

Gear Measurement Equip.

Geometric Dimensioning & Tolerancing (GD&T)

Geometry Measurement Equip.

Indicators, Dial, Contact Points

Indicators, Mechanical Dial & Electronic

Laser-Based Measurement Equip.

Leak Detection Equipment

MultiSensor Measuring Machines

Noncontact Measurement Equip.

Nondestructive Test (NDT) Equipment

Optical Measurement Equip.

Probes, Touch-Trigger

Process Control Equip.

Readout Devices, Digital

Roundness/Cylindricity Measurement Equip.

SPC/SQC & Statistical Analysis

Surface Analysis Equip.

Transducers, Linear Displacement

Turnkey Gaging Systems
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Q-Mark Manufacturing Inc.

30051 Comercio
 Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688-2106

 (949) 457-1913
 sales@cmms.com 

 www.cmms.com

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

SAME-DAY STYLI. Q-Mark Manufacturing Inc. offers same-day order fulfillment on machine tool &
CMM probe styli. Proudly made in the USA and unconditionally guaranteed since 1992. The Q in Q-
Mark stands for quality. We are ISO 9001:2015 certified. Order online at CMMS.com. Q-Mark
Guarantee: The Q in Q-Mark stands for quality. We are committed to doing it right the first time.

**Product Categories**

Ceramics, Metrology

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM), Probes & Styli

Probes, CMM
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Q-PLUS Labs

13765-E Alton Pkwy. 
 Irvine, CA 92618 

 (949) 380-7758 
 qplus@qpluslabs.com 

 https://www.qpluslabs.com 
 

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Premier full-service precision dimensional measurement and inspection laboratory providing a wide
array of quality measurement services, products, and solutions. Dimensional inspection, first articles,
reverse engineering, 3D scanning & analysis, profilometry. Products include a full line of measuring
instruments and systems. ISO 9001 registered, AS9100  & ISO 13485 certified, & ISO 17025
accredited.

**Product Categories**

3-D Measurement Services

AS-9100, Consulting

AS-9100, Training

Adhesion & Bond Strength Testers

Analog Indicators

Analysis/DOE

Automatic Gaging & Sorting Systems

Borescopes, Video

CAD/CAM

CMM Calibration

CMM First Article Inspection Calibration

CMM Inspection Services

CMM Programming/Simulation

CNC Controls & Digital Readouts

CT Scanning Services

Calibration Equip., Mechanical

Calibration Labs

Calipers

Capability Studies & Statistical Analysis, Gage R&R

Capability Studies & Statistical Analysis, PPAP

Capability Studies & Statistical Analysis, SPC

Compression Testers

Consulting Services

Contour Analysis

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM), CNC/DNC

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM), Calibration Services

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM), Cylindrical

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM), Manual

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM), Portable

Coordinate Measuring Machines (CMM), Probes & Styli

Coordinate Measuring, Inspection Services

Cylindricity Measurement Equip.

DMIS/Computer & CAD Based Inspection

Dimensional Inspection Services

Dimensional Measurement Equip.

Dimensional Measurement Equipment Calibration

Failure Analysis Services

First Article Inspection Services

Fixtures, CMM

Fixtures, Gaging

Flatness Testers

Flexure Testers

Force Calibration

Form & Roundness Testing Services

Form/Shape/Surface/Contour Calibration

Gage Blocks

Gage Masters

Gage R&R

Gage Repeatability

Gage Stands

Gages, Angle Measurement

Gages, Bore

Gages, Chamfer

Gages, Depth

Gages, Dial Indicator

Gages, Electronic Column

Gages, Fixed Limit (Go/No-Go)

Gages, Fixture & Special Tooling

Gages, Flush

Gages, Force

Gages, Gap

Gages, Gear

Gages, Geometry

Gages, Handheld, Dimensional, Fixed & Variable

Gages, Height

Gages, In-Process

Gages, Laser

Gages, Laser Profiling

Gages, Pin

Gages, Plug & Ring, Cylindrical

Gages, Plug & Ring, Thread

Gages, Thickness, Coatings - Contact

Gages, Thickness, Electronic

Gages, Thickness, Laser

Gages, Thickness, Noncontact

Gages, Thread

Gaging Accessories

Gear Inspection Services

Gear Inspection System

Gear Measurement Equip.

Geometric Dimensioning & Tolerancing (GD&T)

Geometric Dimensioning & Tolerancing Services

Geometry Measurement Equip.

Graphics

Hard Gage Calibration

Hardness Testers

ID/OD Measurement Services

ISO 13485, Consulting

ISO 13485, Training

ISO 9001: 2015, Consulting

ISO 9001: 2015, Training

Indicators, Mechanical Dial & Electronic

Laboratories

Laser Inspection Services

Laser Measurement Systems

Laser-Based Measurement Equip.

Load Cells

Machine Vision Equipment

Management Service Consultants

Measuring Machines

Mechanical Testing Services

Metrology Services

Micrometers

Micrometers, Bench

Micrometers, Thread

Microscopes, General Purpose

Microscopes, Measuring

MultiSensor Measuring Machines

Noncontact Inspection Services

Noncontact Measurement Equip.

Optical Comparator Charts

Optical Comparators

Optical Comparators, Accessories

Optical Equipment Calibration

Optical Measurement Equip.

Optical Scanners

Other Calibration Services

Other Management Services

Other Software Applications

Other Testing, Inspection, Measurement Services

Part & Tool Inspection Services

Plates, Surface

Probes, CMM

Probes, Touch-Trigger

Problem Solving

Process Control

Process Control

Quality Management Services

Reverse Engineering Services

Roundness/Cylindricity Measurement Equip.

Scanners, 3D Scanning Equip.

Scanners, Laser Scanners

Scanners, White Light Scanners

Sensors

Sensors, Optical

Shape Metrology

Software

Spring Testers

Spring Testing Services

Stages, Coordinate Measuring Equip.

Stands, Indicator

Statistical Process Control

Stiffness Testers

Strategic Quality Planning

Surface Analysis Equip.

Surface Contour & Profile

Surface Finish & Texture

Surface Finish Analysis Services

Surface Finish Equip., Averaging

Surface Finish Equip., Profiling

Surface Plate Calibration

Surface Waviness

Tapes / Rules, Measuring

Tear Testers

Tensile Testers

Thickness Testers, Coating

Thickness Testers, Ultrasonic

Thin Film Measurement Equip.

Thread Inspection Services

Training

Training & Consulting Services

Training, Geometric Dimensioning & Tolerancing

Training, Metrology

Training, Quality

Turnkey Gaging Systems

Universal Testing Machines

V-Blocks, Straight Edge

Video Accessories

Video Inspection Systems

Video Machines & Systems

Videoscopes

Vision Inspection Systems

Vision Inspection, Components/Peripherals

Vision System Integrators Services

Vision Systems

X-ray Machines
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SigmaXL Inc.

305 King St. W., Ste. 503 
 Kitchener, ON N2G 1B9 

 (888) 744-6295 
 sales@sigmaxl.com 

 https://www.sigmaxl.com 
 

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Established in 1998, SigmaXL Inc. is a leading provider of user friendly Excel Add-ins for Lean Six
Sigma graphical and statistical tools and Monte Carlo simulation. SigmaXL has over 100,000 users
in more than 180 countries. Customers include market leaders like DHL, FedEx, Hanes, Motorola,
NASA, Shell, Sonoco, Southwest Airlines and Tyson Foods. SigmaXL software is also used by
numerous colleges, universities, and government agencies.  

**Product Categories**

Analysis/DOE

CMM Programming/Simulation

Failure Mode & Effects Analysis (FMEA)

Gage R&R

Gage Repeatability

Graphics

Other Software Applications

Process Control

Quality Function Development (QFD)

Regression Analysis

SPC/SQC & Statistical Analysis

Six Sigma

Total Quality Management

Training
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Webster Instrument Inc.

11856 Mississippi Ave.
 Los Angeles, CA 90025-6115

 (310) 479-6770
 www.websterinstrument.com

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Since 1932, Webster Instrument, Inc. has manufactured portable WEBSTER® Hardness Testers to
support a variety of quality control applications. We currently produce three models of our hardness
tester to accommodate different material types and sizes. Our extremely experienced staff has
specialized in the production, calibration, repair and support of our testers for over 89 years. All of
our products are manufactured and assembled in the U.S.A. from domestically sourced materials.

**Product Categories**

Hardness Testers

Click Here

BACK

https://www.websterinstrument.com/
http://www.qualitymag.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/listing/7625-webster-instrument-inc
https://www.websterinstrument.com/
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Western Gage Corp.

3316-A Maya Linda
 Camarillo, CA 93012-8059

 (800) 423-5062
 sales@westerngage.com 

 www.westerngage.com

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Western Gage Corporation, Manufacture of Dimensional Air & Electronic Gages, Custom Gages and
Fixtures along with State of the Art Air Gage Readouts. Providing the industry with Custom
Production Gaging Solutions since 1968.

**Product Categories**

Dimensional Inspection Services

Gage Masters

Gage Repair

Gages, Air ID Measurement

Gages, Air OD Measurement

Gages, Air Snap

Gages, Angle Measurement

Gages, Fixed Limit (Go/No-Go)

Gages, Fixed Limit Plug

Gages, Fixed Limit Ring

Gages, Flatness

Gages, Plug & Ring, Cylindrical

ID/OD Measurement Services

Click Here

BACK

mailto:sales@westerngage.com?Subject=Request%20from%20your%20Quality%20Buyers%20Guide%20listing
https://www.westerngage.com/
http://www.qualitymag.com/directories/2169-buyers-guide/listing/5859-western-gage-corp
https://www.westerngage.com/


CONTACT  US

— CORPORATE —

Darrell Dal Pozzo
 Chief Experience O�icer

Rita M. Foumia
 Human Resources & Information Technology Director

Vincent M. Miconi
 Product ion Director

Lisa L. Paulus
 Finance Director

Michael T. Powell
 Creat ive Director

Beth A. Surowiec
 Clear Seas Research Director

Scott Wolters
 Chief Event  O�icer

— LIST RENTAL —
Please contact  your sales rep.

— SINGLE COPY SALES —
www.qualitymag.com/scs

— REPRINTS —
www.bnpmedia.com/reprints

— AUDIENCE MARKETING —
Christopher Sheehy

 Audience Market ing Manager

Hannah Schmidt
 Integrated Media Coordinator

— REGIONAL MARKETING —

Buck Bicek
 Midwest , New England, Mid-At lant ic, all countries outside the U.S. 

 5820 Middaugh Ave., Downers Grove, IL 60516
 Phone: (630) 971-0904 | FAX: (248) 502-1086 

 bicekb@bnpmedia.com

Nadine Graber
 Central, West  and Southeast

 155 N. Pfingsten Rd., Suite 205, Deerfield, IL 60015
 Phone: (847) 405-4025 | FAX: (248) 283-6587

 grabern@bnpmedia.com
 

— EDITORIAL/PRODUCTION —

Buck Bicek
 Publisher |  bicekb@bnpmedia.com

Darryl Seland
 Editorial Director |  selandd@bnpmedia.com

Michelle Bangert  
 Managing Editor |  bangertm@bnpmedia.com

James P. Hohner Jr. 
 Art  Director |  hohnerj@bnpmedia.com

Jennifer Nagel 
 Product ion Manager | nagelj@bnpmedia.com

Nikki Smith 
 Online Development  Director

Erin Mygal 
 Directory Development  Manager 

 

Editorial o�ices: 155 N. Pfingsten Rd., Suite 205, Deerfield, IL 60015
(248) 362-3700 | fax (847) 405-4100 | www.qualitymag.com

QUALITY MAGAZINE (ISSN: Digital 1937-4410) is published 12 t imes annually, monthly, by BNP Media II, L.L.C., 2401 W. Big Beaver Rd., Suite 700, Troy,
MI 48084-3333. Telephone: (248) 362-3700, Fax: (248) 362-0317.

Copyright  2021, by BNP Media II, L.L.C. All rights reserved. The contents of this publicat ion may not  be reproduced in whole or in part  without  the
consent  of the publisher. The publisher is not  responsible for product  claims and representat ions.

Change of address: Send old address label along with new address to QUALITY MAGAZINE, P.O. Box 2146, Skokie, IL 60076.

Email: quality@omeda.com

For subscript ion information or service, please contact  Customer Service at : Phone: (800) 952-6643 Fax: (847) 763-9538.
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